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ABSTRACT

The control provided by digital displays over how visual information is presented to readers has the potential to improve reading for each and every reader, regardless of ability or diagnosis. On screens, text is fluid, allowing for individual customization based on reader needs, content, and reading task. This represents a profound shift in how we think about reading, because text is no longer rendered immutable by writers, designers or publishers at a single stage, and human-computer interaction research is key to realizing its potential. Targeted changes to the visual characteristics of text on screens increases the ease with which a reader can process and derive meaning. In this review, we provide a comprehensive introduction to interdisciplinary methodologies, tools, and materials required for readability research focused on the individual reader. We call on the HCI community to contribute to our growing understanding of readers’ needs, to study the interactions between text, user, and task, and to build the tools and interfaces needed to improve reading outcomes for all.

Keywords: reading; readability; text; document; information processing; typography; design; reading interfaces.
From the moment we wake up to the moment we end our day, we use interfaces built out of the written word. Textual information remains now, as it has for centuries, the cornerstone of human information acquisition. The wide adoption of smartphones, tablets, e-readers and personal computers has shifted the bulk of this reading from inflexible paper to digital content. The amount of information we acquire through reading digitally has grown rapidly over the last 15 years, and continues to grow. At the same time, literacy rates in the United States are staggeringly low: 130 million U.S. adults ages 16 to 74 (54% of the population) read below a sixth-grade level (Rothwell, 2020). Alarmingly, as of a 2022 report by the National Center for Education Statistics, young children’s reading scores have experienced the largest decline since 1990 (U.S. Department of Education, 2022). Furthermore, dyslexia – the most common language-based learning disability – affects 15–20% of the population and represents 80–90% of all those with learning disabilities (International Dyslexia Association, 2022; The Yale Center for Dyslexia & Creativity, 2022). Readability research, as we describe here, takes a fundamentally individual approach to what each reader needs. Each reader, even readers who may not struggle, have their
own individual needs. Meanwhile, adapting the written word to the individual reader has never been easier, and the goal of maximizing individual reading efficacy is increasingly attainable.

Readability encapsulates the properties of a document which determine the ease and success with which individual readers decipher, process, and determine meaning from the text. These include (1) content, (2) document-level aspects, and (3) format features. These format features, which include all typographic elements, can have profound impacts on individual readers’ speed and comprehension. Readability is discrete from legibility, which refers, in print or handwriting, to the property of being clear enough to read. In traditional printing, a single legible aesthetically pleasing layout was all that was possible, but digital displays now allow the potential of individuation, changing how text appears for each reader. Digital flexibility allows readability interventions to increase accessibility and efficacy. Here, we argue that this opportunity can be addressed with interdisciplinary methods spanning Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), design, user research, psychophysics, neuroscience, and data science.

This monograph is about Format Readability – the visual and typographic features of the text, which include font choice, size, spacing, and related attributes. We focus on format readability, rather than content and document factors, although we acknowledge and discuss their importance. We begin by discussing reading itself before turning to the readers. We then talk about reading materials for research, how those materials can be shown to readers, the research tools used to study readability, the experimental paradigms used in this research, and how the resulting data can be analyzed. We conclude by inviting researchers to ask their own questions in readability, using our review as a starting point for conducting readability studies and designing reading interfaces.

The time is now. To date, writers, publishers, and designers have been in control of the reading experience. However, digital reading provides a paradigm shift, through the multitude of device types, screen qualities, digital interfaces, and software settings available to readers. Depending on the technology, the readers – literate or nearly literate children or adults – can now control font size, screen polarity, spacing,
font choice, and other formatting choices. Amazon’s Kindle, Apple’s iBooks, Microsoft’s Immersive Reader, Adobe’s Liquid Mode, and modern web browsers all provide some of these controls, occasionally branded as accessibility features. Recent studies indicate that it is possible to dramatically improve reading for each individual – to make it much easier for struggling readers to read and for good readers to read even more efficiently by changing and, more significantly, personalizing the appearance of the text. The power of personalization and individuation has been shown with young (Crowley and Jordan, 2019a,b; Day et al., 2022; Sheppard et al., 2022a,b) and adult readers (Ball et al., 2021; Cai et al., 2022; Wallace et al., 2020a, 2022a,b; Watson and Wallace, 2021), and suggests that every reader, at every level, can realize benefits if we can determine what they, individually, need and give it to them.

No one discipline or field has all the tools or answers, and readability work is inherently interdisciplinary. The authors of this monograph include vision scientists, technology experts, educators, designers, typographers, and data scientists; together, we represent voices from academia, the tech industry, and non-profit institutions, driven by common goals to improve the reading interfaces of today. This monograph is intended as a practical foundational resource for anyone interested in pushing readability research forward, including HCI researchers, practitioners, educators, tech companies, type designers, policymakers, and engineers. Our review cannot cover every topic we touch upon in full detail so we extensively reference related literature, to provide a starting point for our reader to build on. Different sections of this review may be individually useful to different readers from different backgrounds. Taken as a whole, if read from front to back, our review should be accessible to the budding HCI researcher, with prior exposure to cognitive science, computer science, or related disciplines, but without assuming specific knowledge about the psychology of reading, typography, or the latest technological advances, all of which we introduce here.
Readability is influenced by content, typographical features, and document-level aspects, among other properties. A change to the document’s readability affects the ease with which a reader can succeed at extracting the information they need. Optimal readability entails a fit between document, reader, and context, producing better reading outcomes. Readability research thus focuses on studying the interactions between the reader, the reading material, and the reading interface. In this monograph, the focus is further reduced to the presentation of text.

It is essential for researchers working on readability to understand the core tenets of the process of reading. As readability is a narrower and less studied topic than reading, we will occasionally borrow methodology from reading studies throughout this monograph. Reading includes deciphering, processing, and making meaning of text and may look very different depending on when, how, and why we read. Considering reading, and by extension readability, means considering everything from how text is presented to the physical process of reading to the strategies that readers use while reading and how those strategies change based on readers’ task and motivation.
Reading is a complex process involving phonologic, semantic, perceptual, and cognitive inputs. The leading computational models simulating human visual word recognition, have identified a parallel process that involves a bottom-up operation of identifying letter features and whole letters and a top-down operation of lexical access to words and word parts (Reichle, 2021). This explains the well-established word superiority effect (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970) (words are easier to recognize than letters), as words receive input signals from both the top-down and bottom-up operations while letters mostly receive input signals from the bottom-up operation of letter features. It has further been shown that for sentence reading, letter decoding accounts for 62% of the reading rate, word reading accounts for 16%, while contextual structure of sentences accounts for the remaining 22% (Pelli and Tillman, 2007).

Reading can encompass encountering a single word as we move through the world, like “stop” on a sign, reading an instruction manual while building a bookshelf, or reading several chapters in a novel. All of these reading activities, therefore, occur on two axes of intention: time and purpose (Figure 2.1); that is, they cannot be thought of as only the simple process of deciphering text. As we consider how we maximize readability, we need to be mindful of why we read so that the display decisions we make support particular tasks.

2.1 Reading on the Temporal Axis

Reading is a process that the reader does over time, with scanning or searching a body of text (or an interface) for a given word being the simplest. Glanceable reading describes fast information intake that can be performed within one or two eye fixations (see Sawyer et al., 2020 for single-word glanceable reading); a reader’s attention is focused on at most a few words, rather than reading or paying attention to the interstitial text, such as when reading alerts on smart watches, or during driving, noticing the text on road signs (Dobres et al., 2017a). Searching a text or interface for a word may include skimming it to gain context (Wolfe, 2021; Wong et al., 2017). Skimming and searching behaviors can be considered a form of interlude reading (Wallace et al., 2020b,2022a), where readers typically read multiple sentences or a shorter part of a
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Figure 2.1: Glanceable reading takes place in the context of other tasks, where the text only receives one or two glances, e.g., a notification or a road sign. In long form reading, reading is the primary task, and undue attention on other tasks is detrimental to reading. Interlude reading subtenants the complex space between, in which reading is one of many interleaved tasks.

Deeper reading acts, like Wolf describes, are long-form reading (Seaboyer and Barnett, 2019), where paragraphs and pages are focused on without...
interruption. Reading academic articles (like this one), textbooks, technical manuals, and legal documents are all examples of this. However, when we read, we do not explicitly choose to engage in only one of these forms of reading; we are likely to switch between them as required.

Reading in a temporal sense is going to vary as a function of the task the researcher is intending to study. While reading a single word in an interface (e.g., an icon label) closely resembles glanceable reading tasks as commonly used in the laboratory (e.g., in lexical decision tasks, or other psychophysical tasks in controlled environments), reading is rarely that simple. Even a task as seemingly simple as reading an icon label likely exists in a larger context of distracting tasks, since the reader is, in this example, likely planning to interact with the interface and may be embedded in a larger environment with its own distractions, as would apply if they are walking and using their smartphone. Interlude reading is even more likely to be embedded in a larger context, and a reader might be moving between email and a document, or quickly reading a text message before returning to their in-person conversation. Long-form reading is more likely to be the user’s focus, since it embeds a sense of prolonged time on task, but outside of the laboratory, it is very rare that any of us truly engage in just one task at a time. Our intent in providing this temporal framework is to help HCI researchers think about how their particular tasks unfold over time, but we caution that the larger context is key.

2.2 Reading on the Purpose Axis

Considering reading from the point of view of what the reader needs brings us to the question of purpose: reading strategies and motivations. When we think about supporting readers, we think first about basic literacy acquisition: how do we help learners sound out letters and process phonemes? This is important, but an ability to read goes beyond basic literacy acquisition, since the reader must apply their visual knowledge to social and cultural meaning-making.

(1) When we read for content uptake, we go beyond decoding text to learn about processes, key terms, concepts, or definitions. We
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might read for content uptake when we are trying to learn a new term, skill, or idea, like learning a new recipe (Wolf, 2018).

(2) When we read rhetorically, we read for an understanding about the context of the written work itself, its purpose and audience, and what it seeks to communicate. Being a critical consumer of news and social media posts requires this, and schools have been encouraged to teach these skills directly so that students are prepared to be informed consumers (Brandt, 1990; Haas and Flower, 1988; Sweeney, 2018).

(3) When we read for research, we read to collect ideas to create and support a larger body of knowledge, aggregating perspectives and extrapolating themes, patterns, and ideas. A financial analyst seeking to make a prediction engages in this type of reading (Bizup, 2008; Downs, 2010; Jamieson, 2013).

(4) When we read for analysis, we read to consider broader themes, ideas, or patterns. Often referred to as “close reading”, reading for analysis involves examining readings at the word, sentence, and/or paragraph-level to make sense of how a text might fit into broader cultural or historical narratives (e.g., in historical or literary studies) (Fang, 2016; Fisher and Frey, 2014).

These reading purposes depend on a variety of reading strategies (Carillo, 2017; Petrosky et al., 2010). Reading for content uptake, for example, requires information retrieval, summarization, and, sometimes, memorization. Reading for analysis, on the other hand, requires critical thinking and text contextualization or historicization and an ability to think and imagine meanings beyond the literal space of the text itself, and these strategies are themselves a major body of work. (Jo et al., 2015; Schildbach and Rukzio, 2010; Schnell et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2020).

While much can be learned about readability by studying how we read as a temporal process, it is insufficient without the question of reading purpose and strategy. If the goal is to give the user the best experience possible, researchers must consider the visual and temporal
elements as well as the cognitive and motivational processes without which we cannot understand why readers act the way they do. This complexity, which requires researchers to ask questions about the material being read, the amount of time provided, the visual appearance of text, the reader’s interpretative abilities and their motivations is required to probe how and why we read. It is certainly possible to design an informative study which focuses on one facet of this, for example, readers’ motivations or the impact of time pressure on reading single words, but these designs are inherently limited.
Readers

Readability research is first and foremost about readers – it asks questions about the ease with which they can successfully decode the document (i.e., decipher, process, and make meaning of the text). Researchers interested in particular populations (e.g., children, older adults, those with visual impairments, financial workers, cyber defenders, readers with dyslexia) should bear in mind each group’s needs and abilities, whether in the context of compensation, motivation, fatigue, or their ability to do the task. Here, we discuss the reader themselves with an eye towards designing readability studies, as well as discussing reader-relevant considerations in experiment design, that is, where and how we ask them to read. We also briefly cover the topic of research ethics, as an integral component.

3.1 Who Are the Readers?

Readability affects any literate or nearly literate child (Crowley and Jordan, 2019a,b; Day et al., 2022; Sheppard et al., 2022a,b) or adult (Ball et al., 2021; Cai et al., 2022; Wallace et al., 2020a,2022a,b; Watson and Wallace, 2021). Improved readability may also help bridge gaps in the process of learning to read. Thus, any reader can help us understand
Figure 3.1: There are no outlier populations in readability; rather, this work addresses a continuum of need and a continuum of skill, in which each individual could be provided with affordances. Format readability studies show sizable gains even for readers competent by their own assessment, and within the “normal” range of reading speed and comprehension.

how they read and how they might read more effectively by participating in readability studies (Figure 3.1). Investigating readers who struggle can help us understand the cognitive, linguistic, and environmental factors that influence how we read (Galliussi et al., 2020; Goel et al., 2012; Martelli et al., 2009; Rello and Baeza-Yates, 2016; Rello et al., 2012, 2017; Shaywitz and Shaywitz, 2020; Storer and Branham, 2019; Watson and Wallace, 2021; Yamabe and Takahashi, 2007). In our view, there are no outlier populations; rather, participants should be seen as lying on a continuum of need and on a continuum of skill.

Readers with dyslexia. A population of particular interest to many researchers are readers with developmental dyslexia. Given the complex nature of reading, involving the visual, phonological, and semantic processing of the reading materials, it is increasingly clear that dyslexia is a multifactorial condition (Pennington, 2006; Ramus et al., 2003; Shaywitz and Shaywitz, 2020; Vellutino et al., 2006). A popular theory is the phonological impairment theory of dyslexia, although this is debated (Catts et al., 2017; Fostick and Revah, 2018). Also, whether dyslexic readers experience increased visual crowding or reduced motion sensitivity remains not fully understood (e.g., Demb et al., 1997; Joo et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020; Martelli et al., 2009; Olulade
Prior research also recognizes the coexistence of ADHD and Autism within the dyslexic population, which brings additional individual variability into the picture (Fletcher et al., 2019; Germanò et al., 2010; Pennington, 2006). Readers with dyslexia are only one example of readers who struggle; for example, non-native speakers may have deficits in oral language and reading comprehension skills, despite adequate decoding capabilities (Spencer and Wagner, 2017) and could benefit from readability-focused interventions and help us understand reading.

**Aging readers.** People with declining reading skills may similarly appreciate improvements to their reading experience to compensate for the loss of visual acuity (e.g., age-related presbyopia), declining cognitive ability (Bokulich et al., 2016; Owsley, 2011), and changes to other sensory capabilities such as crowding and visual span (Legge et al., 2007; Levi, 2008; Rayner et al., 2010). Reading speed slows down with age (after age 40 (Beier and Oderkerk, 2019a)), visual acuity decreases and critical print size increases (Bernard et al., 2001; Calabrese et al., 2016). Like with readers who struggle, aging readers can also benefit from having text customized to their own particular needs (Beier and Oderkerk, 2019a; Cai et al., 2022; Wallace et al., 2022a).

**Readers with low vision.** Vision impaired people often struggle to read text at low luminance contrast (Rubin and Legge, 1989) and have trouble seeing higher spatial frequencies (Legge et al., 1985). The nature of reading difficulties can vary greatly depending on diagnosis and individual differences, with the biggest variation being attributed to the absence or presence of central vision (Legge et al., 1985). The most widespread low-vision diagnosis among elderly in developed countries, is age-related macular degeneration (AMD) where one of the main symptoms is loss of central vision. AMD patients are known to have a greater instability in eye-movement reading patterns (Kumar and Chung, 2014) and to benefit from magnification as well as excessive added space within and between letters (Beier et al., 2021; Bernard et al., 2001; Xiong et al., 2018).

**Readers learning to read.** People learning to read can also benefit from individual, visual reading interventions (Hughes and Wilkins, 2002; Powell and Trice, 2020; Reid et al., 2004) including older readers not
fully proficient in early literacy skills such as letter knowledge and print awareness (e.g., adult literacy learners) (Graesser et al., 2019; Sabatini et al., 2011). The learning-to-read population of young children between the ages of 3–7 is not well understood in the context of readability, particularly in regard to the formation of sound-letter understanding. An increased understanding of how readability impacts this critical process has the potential for great impact, since when students are not proficient readers by fourth grade, they are far less likely to complete high school with serious consequences for economic and civic prospects for the remainder of their lives (Cramer et al., 2014; Hernandez and Napierala, 2013).

**Knowledge workers.** Other points on the continuums of need and skill are knowledge workers who may be completing different reading tasks (Section 2) – this includes medical experts leafing through patient records (Bouaud and Seroussi, 1996; Elson and Connelly, 1995; Henrikсен et al., 2020; Nygren et al., 1992; van Engen-Verheul et al., 2016), cybersecurity experts scrutinizing text for potential threats (Ehrlich et al., 2017; Jang-Jaccard and Nepal, 2014; Lee et al., 2019; Lotem et al., 2012), financial analysts integrating information to make predictions (Bradshaw, 2011; Hoitash et al., 2021; Lehavy et al., 2011; Li, 2010; Loughran and McDonald, 2010; Ravula, 2021), and scientists immersing themselves in the literature to stay up to date (Yeung et al., 2018). These populations can also benefit from readability research and individual customization, because it will improve these readers’ throughput and quality of reading.

**The “general reader”.** This reader is competent at the reading task, and often reads regularly for pleasure, whether this is in interludes or for longer blocks of time. Among these so-called “normal” readers, we observe a wide range of reading speeds and abilities, with more typical speeds in the 200–300 WPM range (Brysbaert, 2019; Legge, 2007; Taylor, 1965), although it is not uncommon to find less-versed readers reading below 180 WPM. Under some conditions, it is possible to achieve speeds of 600-700 WPM or higher if using skimming strategies (Just and Carpenter, 1987; Rayner, 1998) or RSVP reading (Carver, 1990; Legge, 2007). In fact, the “general reader”, like the “average user” does not actually exist, but they are a useful fiction and serve to remind
us of the universal potential of readability and its potential to benefit every reader.

HCI researchers and others interested in developing tools for improving readability need to study reading across many populations, considering diversity in age, reading skill level, deficits, and other characteristics. This will enable the development of individualized recommendations and a better understanding of the wide variety of readability factors which affect some individuals but not others. Of course, different populations of readers require different considerations. Across all populations, we must attend to certain global features that may influence our results. Aside from the commonplace factors of age, education level, and occupation, additional sources of variability can result from whether vision correction is available to participants (and whether it is used during the study), reading proficiency, prior diagnoses of reading or learning disabilities, eye conditions (e.g., cataracts, glaucoma, retinal degradation), possible influences of stimulants or depressants (including common ones like nicotine and caffeine), other languages spoken/read by the participant, lighting conditions, and reading environment at time of study, etc. (see Appendix B for some of the questions we ask participants in our readability studies in order to capture some of these individual differences and possible confounding factors).

### 3.2 Population Size: Quantitative Versus Qualitative Considerations

Having chosen who to study, you must then consider how many readers to recruit. The degree to which researchers can generalize from their data is a function of the population and the question; there is no magic number of participants.

**Sample size matters.** This is not just dependent on the raw number of participants, but also on the number of trials per participant, the total amount of data gathered, and the diversity of the participant pool – its ability to act as a representative sample. A good way to think about this is not “how many participants” but how many “experimental units” are available for analysis. It is not uncommon for behavioral/neuroscience studies to derive conclusions from studies of
12–24 participants (Sihoe, 2015). Data from such “low-N” studies needs to be very high quality, with possible confounding factors identified and controlled for, and many trials run per participant to ensure the trends captured are representative of an underlying truth. For these reasons, smaller studies are usually carried out in more controlled, laboratory settings. On the other hand, studies on hundreds of participants are more common in reading experiments for education research. Given the hierarchical structure of education data (schools within districts, classrooms within schools, and students within classrooms), larger sample sizes, particularly at the top levels, are desirable to capture a representative sample of the population and to ensure appropriate statistical power (Lee and Hong, 2021). When running large-scale studies of hundreds or thousands of participants, a large N can help wash out individual participant noise (Bolthausen and Wüthrich, 2013), at the expense of experimental control. The right N depends in part on the goal and design of the study – the metrics used, practical significance level desired, statistical power (Broberg, 2013; Demets and Lan, 1994), number and nature of variables in the experiment, and the overall design. Prior readability studies (Banerjee and Bhattacharyya, 2011; Bernard et al., 2001; Boyarski et al., 1998) have made general recommendations on the basis of dozens of participants’ worth of data, but these recommendations can change dramatically as the number of participants is increased by an order of magnitude (Cai et al., 2022; Wallace et al., 2020a, 2022a).

**Individuals matter.** Given our focus on individuation, a sample of fewer participants can also be very valuable. However, focusing on individuals cannot be at the expense of the larger whole, since it is necessary to determine whether individuals are idiosyncratic or if there are clusters within the larger group. While size matters, examining individual participants can tell the researcher what individuals need and why, by providing qualitative insights (Crowley and Jordan, 2019a). In fact, recent work on individuation demonstrates that significant gains can be achieved if we look for clusters and focus on individual differences (see Cai et al., 2022; Wallace et al., 2020a, 2022a).
3.3 Recruiting Participants

Recruit respectfully. Recruiting participants is essential to capture an accurate sample of high-quality, real-world data, and it must be done respectfully and ethically. Readers should be able to choose to participate, understanding the risks and benefits of doing so. Failing to consider this can put your participants at risk, damages trust between researchers and participants and makes future research more difficult.

Partner with a domain expert. Domain experts can simplify the recruiting process and provide important insights into the attributes and limitations of the target population. For example, partnering with a school district, individual educator, or third-party reading organization can provide access to student populations, help you navigate the complexities of working with minors, and help you develop the best, most informative study. You might approach organizations that work with adults developing literacy skills or second language learners or organizations that support K-12 students and educators.

Consider crowdsourcing platforms. If it makes sense for the study question to recruit a sample of the general population, crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, UserTesting.com, Crowdflower, and Prolific are available (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Paolacci and Chandler, 2014; Peer et al., 2017). These platforms provide a wide range of extrinsically-motivated users. Related approaches, like friendsourcing (relying on voluntary participation by friends) can be easy, but may bias your results (Brady et al., 2015). You may also consider recruiting volunteer participants, who are intrinsically motivated (e.g., LabInTheWild), and choose to participate in studies for no compensation, simply because they want to. Motivating crowdsourced participants can be improved by providing your participants insights on how they compare with others in terms of reading speed, preference, and other reading tasks, as this may encourage them to share your study and return in the future (Ikeda and Bernstein, 2016).

Special populations can also be recruited via targeted messages in relevant forums like Reddit (Shatz, 2017) or advertising in social media or markets like Craigslist (Alto et al., 2018). However, these are all prone to self-selection bias, i.e., participants who sign up may not
be representative of the larger population of interest (Ho et al., 2015; Mason and Suri, 2011; Wong et al., 2017). Some of these issues can be addressed by having a diverse research team from different areas (e.g., scientists, educators, technologists, designers) to help with participant recruiting and designing a study with greater awareness of the attributes and limitations of the target population.

3.4 Where to Conduct Studies

Intertwined with the question of who is the question of where. While your population of interest may constrain where you can run your study, you will still be faced with a number of choices about where you should conduct your study. Each location involves trade-offs between ease of recruiting, data quality, and ecological validity.

3.4.1 Laboratory-Based In-Person Studies

An important consideration for choosing where to conduct a study is data obtainability, accessibility and representativeness. From this perspective, in-person, laboratory studies offer the highest degree of control. Also, you have the option of taking physiological recordings from your participants while they read – via eye trackers, brain imaging technology, or other equipment that can be set up and carefully calibrated for each participant (see Section 5). For fundamental questions in readability, including many questions about the visual mechanics of reading (how readers move their eyes and why, depending on task, goal, experience, and strategy, see Section 2), laboratory studies are extremely revealing. However, there is always tension between laboratory and non-laboratory studies, since the behavior that readers show in the lab may not be the same as what they do at home. While some of these gaps can be overcome by replicating study designs outside the laboratory, or by developing and using more naturalistic tasks in the laboratory, this gap will always exist, and minimizing it is a function of developing fundamentally generalizable tasks and experiments.
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3.4.2 Online Remote Studies

The main advantages of conducting remote studies – studies hosted online on crowdsourcing platforms – are the ease, speed, and availability of participants. In particular, the numbers of participants available online can be substantially higher than those that are able to come in for in-person studies. While remote studies can increase the diversity of the participant pool, it is important to realize that these platforms self-select for participants who can participate and choose to do so. Given shifts to remote work in the last few years, remote online studies are becoming an increasingly popular option in readability research.

**Beware of unobserved reading behavior.** When using measurements captured from online studies, or from situations where the participant is not directly observed, there are likely to be unseen behaviors which can impact your data, including distraction or multitasking (Ophir et al., 2009; Reeves et al., 2020), task switching, or “short-cutting” activities like taking screenshots (Brishtel et al., 2020). While crowdsourced data can be easy to acquire, the data must be handled with care and analyzed for anomalies that should be excluded in a principled fashion from final analyses (Section 7.1).

**Improving remote studies.** While remote studies lose some internal validity by giving up control of the reading environment, they gain ecological validity by studying participant reading habits in their own environments. Recent work, like the “virtual chinrest” (Li et al., 2020) has increased researchers’ ability to control key visual factors like viewing distance (and therefore the visual angle of stimuli), allowing for a wider range of research questions to be asked outside of the laboratory. There has also been work on capturing eye movements remotely using webcams (Papoutsaki et al., 2017), which can provide validation of whether participants complete the task honestly (did they move their eyes or did they just click through?). Data quality and motivation can also be improved by gamifying online studies or providing personalized feedback. In particular, readability studies can offer personalized font or reading format recommendations, motivating readers with possible improvements to their reading effectiveness (Ball et al., 2021; Wallace et al., 2020a; Watson and Wallace, 2021).
3.4.3 In-Context Studies

Another option for running studies outside of the laboratory is to partner with organizations or professionals with access to specific reader populations. These collaborations also increase external validity, studying readers in their usual contexts. It can also help ensure high data quality, since external collaborators may be able to help administer the study and observe participants (see also Section 3.3).

For example, partnering with educators to conduct both small- and large-scale studies can be an effective method to evaluate the impact of readability on reading outcomes. Teachers, and students themselves, can provide additional insights which can assist in assessing impacts, and has the benefit of assessing reading habits in their customary environments.

Similar benefits exist when looking to readers in professional contexts, for example, workers in military, healthcare, and financial institutions that engage in reading as part of their job. In these cases, your study may leverage the reading materials familiar to participants, provided there are no privacy or security risks. However, in all of these cases, it is also important to consider potential risks inherent to the study itself or recommendations you may make, since they might interfere with students’ ability to learn or professionals’ ability to do their jobs.

Another possibility for in-context studies is to consider the question of reading on smartphones, which readers use throughout their day in a wide range of settings. These readers may be able to engage with your study briefly, and any effects you see are likely to be quite generalizable, since the environmental conditions (e.g., lighting, noise levels, multitasking) are so variable and uncontrolled from an experimental design sense.

3.4.4 Replicating Studies Across Environments

Additional considerations for readability research include the degree to which reading behaviors replicate across environments and why they exist or do not in a particular context. Remote studies allow readability researchers to gather large samples of readers from natural settings at the cost of experimental control, rendering the second half of this question difficult to answer. Rerunning studies in controlled environments can
help tease apart these questions. Likewise, re-running laboratory studies when possible with crowdworkers can help you understand whether laboratory-recorded effects are generalizable. Similar considerations exist, of course, for educational work in readability, where classroom or home-based studies may differ from laboratory-based. A question to bear in mind here, particularly with our focus on individual needs and what influences them, is whether the conclusions we reach in any particular setting are broadly or narrowly applicable for readers and why.

3.5 Ethics

Research ethics, or how we balance our desires as readability researchers with the rights of our participants, is a vital consideration. Considering participants’ rights as you design your study is as important as what texts you use and who you recruit. Doing ethical research can take many forms and varies by setting and country, so we will discuss universal fundamentals; that is, what any readability researcher must consider.

Studying readers must respect their choice to participate, both at the onset of research and throughout the process. It is important to consider the question of anonymity and potential harms if participants’ data can be linked to their identity. If, for example, an experiment involves a screening procedure for a disorder, and that data were made publicly accessible, it could unintentionally harm the participant and their privacy. This is a particular concern with data that are difficult to truly anonymize, like video or audio of participants, and readers should be aware of what data is recorded and how it will be used.

There should also be some benefit to participating, whether that is simply helping increase knowledge of readability, understanding what helps a particular reader, financial compensation, or some combination of these. Returns can be made at the individual level and more broadly. For example, if you are studying young readers, you should convey what you learn back to the community of educators teaching them to read so that your work has an impact.

Research with school-age minors brings its own issues, including the need for parental consent, administrative approval and awareness of your
impact on other students. Data anonymity is particularly important here, as children are considered a particularly vulnerable population. Another consideration with this kind of work, but one that applies more generally to readability research, is that withholding an intervention is not ethical if it adversely impacts the control group’s educational experience. Even readability studies with users need this kind of consideration; how are you changing their experience? What does it mean to do so respectfully and in ways that help you learn what you want while avoiding harm?

Overall, these questions should be part of the planning process for readability studies. If every reader is a potential participant in our studies, we should think about what it means to respect them, whether they are children learning to read, adults who struggle with reading or a doctor reading an electronic medical record.
Inextricable from when, how, and why readers read is the question of what a reader is reading: the content and how it is designed (i.e., typographic and visual properties, Figure 4.1). In this monograph, while we mention content in a number of places, we turn our focus to the typographic considerations that can impact reading performance at both the group and individual level.

4.1 Content Curation and Leveling

Reading material must be curated to be appropriate in topic, length, and level to the target study population (for a list of some freely available materials for reading experiments, see Appendix C). Familiarity with the topic and interest in it are possible confounding factors (Spyridakis and Wenger, 1991; Wallace et al., 2020a), as both can affect the ease and speed with which the readers consume the content and whether they switch to skimming (see Section 2). Length must also match the skills and abilities of the target population. Study fatigue or, worse, the inability to complete the study task can significantly affect a study’s conclusions. Genre is relevant for speed and comprehension, as narrative
Figure 4.1: Typographic properties refer to the design of the content: how it is presented, and how it is laid out. Format readability research investigates impact to the reader that derives from the visual and typographic features of the text, which include font choice, size, spacing, and related attributes. This includes group-level questions such as “what typographic choices can help populations”, as well as individuation questions “what typographic choices have impact when tailored to the individual”.

texts tend to be easier for readers as they have a more familiar chronological organization (Hiebert et al., 2010). Texts must also meet target populations’ expectations to not distract and should not reflect bias or stereotypes about any group. For example, contentious topics may elicit reactance (Brehm, 1966), which may prompt significant cognitive engagement with the material, affecting speed, comprehension, and emotional affect. Finally, the topic of the reading material also directly affects the level of the material, particularly in vocabulary, and must be tailored to the population.

For assessing the level of a reading passage, the standard is computer-based readability indexes. A *readability index* is a way of measuring the ease of comprehension of a piece of text (McCallum and Peterson, 1982), e.g., Flesch Kincaid Grade Level, Flesch Kincaid Reading Ease, Gunning Fog Index, SMOG Index, Coleman Liau Index, and the Automated Reading Index (Brigo et al., 2015; McLaughlin, 1969; Zhou et al., 2017). These use algorithms based on measures of word
difficulty like average word length and word frequency, sentence length and syntactic consistency, and passage length to make predictions about the reading level of the passage. All these features of the text interact and cannot be viewed in isolation. These calculators are generally reliable for ordering text into levels and predicting the rough difficulty of passages. Nevertheless, because they are not always consistent, leveling usually involves considering multiple indices simultaneously, and these automatically-computed indices may stop providing meaningful results at tenths of grade estimates (Zhou et al., 2017).

Despite the frequent use of readability indices for reporting text difficulty levels in studies across a broad range of domains (Agarwal et al., 2013; Loughran and McDonald, 2014), there is little guidance on precisely matching readers to reading index levels (Olson, 2010), so we recommend consulting with an education expert on questions of appropriate content levels for a given population. For example, for both K-12 students and adult literacy learners, the text they are reading should feel relevant to them, hold their interest, and be a good fit for their literacy proficiency. For that matter, your readers need to know why they are engaged in the activity as they will be more engaged if they do (Knowles, 1970).

4.2 Typographic and Visual Considerations

The following visual attributes have been manipulated since the beginning of personal computing: script, language, category, (classification) typeface, font, glyph, size, color, column width, line spacing, and letter spacing. Each of these choices has an effect on reading, and may additionally vary with the hardware and software used to present the text. Experts, like typographers and designers, can be extremely helpful when thinking about how to visualize the text you want to show readers; they not only understand the theoretical foundations of what makes a typeface function in a given reading situation, but can draw on their skills and training to help make your study better. While we recommend consulting with experts on the specific typographic choices for a given study, this may not always be possible, so we provide a primer on
typographic features and terminology, along with references to further reading.

### 4.2.1 Understanding Font Classifications

There are several thousand written languages represented by close to a 100 modern scripts, each of which have implications for reading (Kessler and Treiman, 2015). In the Latin script taxonomy, categories like serif, sans-serif, handwriting, blackletter, etc. describe fonts based on their anatomical characteristics. Classifications are then used to identify more specific anatomical features like the shape of the serif, or the angle of stress, or angle of terminal. Fonts also vary on many parameters, such as stroke modulation, letter skeleton, and letter proportions (for a deeper analysis of typeface classification see Bringhurst, 2004; Tracy, 1986).

**Uniquely identifying fonts.** Referring to fonts solely as “Garamond”, “Caslon” or “Bodoni” is not enough information to identify them. Digital fonts based on historical sources exist in multiple versions; for example, the group of Garamond typefaces (Figure 4.2) is a revival of an Old Style serif design by Claude Garamond (16th century), and many versions exist. For the benefit of future researchers, we recommend accurately noting the specific fonts used in a study, referencing the Family – Style and any attributes applied (e.g., CSS property setting, like “ITC Garamond – Regular”), and where possible linking to both files and code used.

![Figure 4.2](image.png)

**Figure 4.2:** Specificity in fonts used is extremely important for understanding results and for future replication. For example, a study reporting that the font Garamond was used would be ambiguous, as the examples of Garamond fonts from nine different foundries clearly show. Note how much they vary in the design of the letters. The letters are superimposed at the left to make the amount of variation more evident.
4.2. Typographic and Visual Considerations

**Fonts versus typeface.** While the words fonts and typefaces are sometimes used interchangeably, more formally a typeface is the designed set of glyphs, such as “Garamond”. A font is a particular incarnation of a typeface, such as “14 point Garamond bold”.

### 4.2.2 Selecting Fonts based on Availability

There are over 600,000+ publicly available fonts. Only a few hundred have been optimized for screen, and only a few dozen of that subset are ubiquitous. For many readability researchers, the availability of test fonts is a practical consideration. Times, Arial, Georgia and Verdana are the most common typefaces, and are often used in studies (Bernard et al., 2001, 2003; Boyarski et al., 1998; Cai et al., 2022; Pušnik et al., 2016; Rello et al., 2016; Sheedy et al., 2005; Wallace et al., 2020a). Sometimes called the *web safe fonts*, they appear on all Apple and Microsoft products and are available to all web browsers. In addition, Google, Adobe, and IBM have also made high-quality typefaces available for free distribution and many can be found at Google Fonts (https://fonts.google.com) and GitHub (https://github.com).

**Intentional and unintentional font replacement.** All operating systems have lists of font aliases that are used when a typeface is not available. For example, while Helvetica comes preinstalled on Apple’s macOS, it is not available by default on Microsoft Windows and is substituted with Arial. To further complicate matters, fonts can be named whatever the user desires, and their Helvetica may not actually be Helvetica. Even more insidious, they could install a different version of the same font with small, but significant, design changes. To ensure that your readers see what you want them to see, we recommend bundling your typefaces with your experiment, or at least testing extensively on different platforms to find out what your readers are being shown.

### 4.2.3 Controlling Font Properties

No matter the experimental paradigm, the visual appearance of stimuli will always affect the final results. A common approach in readability research is to compare reading performances using fonts of different typeface families. Different font categories (Figure 4.3) vary on multiple
properties (Figure 4.4), anatomy, and attributes, each of which may affect reading.

For example, the presence of serifs has been shown to lower reading speed at small sizes compared to the same font without serifs (Morris et al., 2002), yet in other reading situations, serifs can improve

Figure 4.3: (top) Sans Serif and slab fonts from the Roboto family. The two fonts are superimposed to visualize the differences in letter weight, width and serifs. (bottom) Variable font Roboto-Flex with x-height being adjusted to demonstrate the effect on the visual appearance of the font.

Figure 4.4: A typeface can include many variations of weights and widths, such as this example made with variations of Roboto-Flex, a variable font.
4.2. **Typographic and Visual Considerations**

recognition of single letters on vertical extremes at a distance (Beier and Dyson, 2014). Low stroke contrast improves word recognition (Minakata et al., 2020). Simple letter skeletons result in greater letter recognition (Beier et al., 2018; Beier and Larson, 2010). Condensed fonts impair letter recognition (Oderkerk and Beier, 2022), and so do heavy and light letter weight fonts (Beier and Oderkerk, 2019b), which also slow down reading speed (Chung and Bernard, 2018).

**Perceptual size matters.** Traditionally, many studies have focused on comparing different typefaces such as Arial and Times New Roman and comparing these in the same fixed point size per condition (Bernard et al., 2001; Wallace et al., 2022a). This approach may introduce confounds, as the perceptual size of a font is a function of a multitude of font properties, including its x-height (distance between the baseline and the mean line in a font), glyph width, and ascender/descender lengths (Figure 4.5), rather than point size (Beier, 2012). This has led to efforts to present stimuli fonts at a perceived font size by comparing fonts set at similar x-height (Beier and Oderkerk, 2019b; Wallace et al., 2022b; Yamabe and Takahashi, 2007).

**The problem of interacting variables.** To identify the effects of specific font properties that can be transferred to other fonts, we need to isolate significant properties. This can be done by comparing fonts belonging to the same typeface family (e.g., width variation between Univers Condensed and Univers Expanded), or designing fonts for experiments where all other possible variables are controlled for.

![Figure 4.5: A comparison of two fonts of different x-height set at identical font sizes (Helvetica Regular and Adobe Garamond). The different x-heights result in Garamond having longer ascenders and descenders, as well as appearing to have greater leading between the lines of text and having a smaller font size.](image-url)
Variable fonts. The introduction of OpenType 1.8 in 2016 made it possible to have many fonts in a single file (Figure 4.6; variable fonts (Hudson, 2016)). This format allows the different properties of the font to vary on single or multiple axes. For example, the weight of a bold font, the width of an expanded font, or the stroke contrast, are not predefined. The user can choose the exact coordinates on many axes. This flexibility can enable researchers to be more in control of the magnitude of each font variable (Figures 4.3–4.5).

4.2.4 Controlling Typographic Settings and Environments

Control typographic settings. In addition to controlling font selection and properties, typographic settings should be controlled. Some of the typographic settings that have shown to influence reading are letter spacing (Perea and Gomez, 2012), word spacing (Slattery and Rayner, 2013), contrast polarity (Dobres et al., 2017b), background complexity (Sawyer et al., 2020), and font color (Ko, 2017). Much of the control of letter and word spacing can be done with cascading style sheets (CSS) (Wallace et al., 2020b) which can be used to manipulate the page layout of the text, and further dimensions can be manipulated through the use of variable fonts.
4.2. Typographic and Visual Considerations

Consider how fonts may be perceived. In addition, text and presentation familiarity are important (Beier and Larson, 2013). Unfamiliar fonts (Beier and Larson, 2010; Zineddin et al., 2003) or unfamiliar script styles (Ngiam et al., 2018; Pelli et al., 2006) can negatively influence reading. Also, given apparent agreement on perceived font personalities (Grohmann et al., 2013; O’Donovan et al., 2014), text stimuli need to be controlled for semantics, vocabulary and context (see Section 4.1).

Consider the purpose fonts were designed for. It should not be assumed that all fonts are equally appropriate for testing on all reading platforms or all reading situations. Many large-size typeface families include fonts of different optical sizes, where the fonts for smaller sizes typically have larger x-height, low stroke contrast, and greater width and spacing (Ahrens and Mugikura, 2014). Many typefaces were designed and engineered for specific rendering systems (e.g., Microsoft’s ClearType fonts (Berry, 2004)). Typefaces can also be designed for how they will be used by content developers (e.g., graphic designers, web designers, app developers, UX/UI developers). Most fonts designed for use on-screen will work well in print, while not all fonts designed for print will work well on screen (Bernard et al., 2001), and some fonts designed for large sizes will not work well in small sizes (Ahrens, 2008). Moreover, new reading formats are constantly emerging. It is difficult to predict if findings from studies using traditional screens will transfer to reading in AR and VR environments (Section 5.1.1).

4.2.5 Considering Resolution and Rendering

Screen optimization of fonts usually includes: large x-height, open apertures, large counter forms, generous letter spacing, limited stroke contrast and delta hinting (Figure 4.7, and Larson, 2007). Other central variables to consider are rendering (Ahrens, 2012), font size, resolution, browser, and operating systems (Boyaci et al., 2009).

Nearly all fonts store their outlines as Bézier curves so they can scale to any size without losing fidelity. A notable exception is bitmap fonts, which use images instead of resolution-independent vectors (e.g., emoji).
Rasterizers turn vector fonts into pixels for display on the screen. Most rasterizers are part of the operating system, but there are also standalone rasterizers that can be used on multiple operating systems. There are four rasterizers in common use: GDI and DirectWrite on Windows, Core Graphics on macOS and iOS, and FreeType on Android, Linux, and ChromeOS. Rasterizers turn Bézier curves into pixels by sampling them at the desired resolution. At its most basic, the rasterizer checks whether each pixel is inside or outside of the curve. If this sampling is done at a high enough resolution or a large enough font size, the result is a near-perfect approximation of the curve.

Resolution and font size are linked. High-resolution screens produce good results at low and large font sizes (Gugerty et al., 2004), but legibility suffers when small font sizes are used on a low-resolution screen (Figure 4.8). To address these issues, fonts include hinting instructions, which tell the rasterizer how to behave at low resolutions. Typefaces that include extensive hinting are often advertised as especially geared towards legibility at small sizes. Not all rasterizers support hinting, for
example, Apple’s Core Graphics rasterizer ignores them because Apple’s devices generally have high-resolution screens which reduce the need for extensive hinting. Further, the impact of size and resolution upon legibility has been shown to be minimal, except at very low values of each (Hancock et al., 2015).

If possible, we suggest using delta hinted typefaces for readability studies. While some rasterizers may ignore the hints, others will benefit from having high-quality hints. There are two types of antialiasing: grayscale and sub-pixel. Grayscale uses grayscale values to approximate
partially filled pixels, while subpixel antialiasing uses a screen’s red, green, and blue sub-pixels to achieve the same. While sub-pixel rendering may sound superior, it is often disabled because subpixel antialiased text cannot be rotated, since the RGB subpixels are fixed, and can produce distracting color fringing on low-resolution screens.

### 4.2.6 Other Typography Related Matters

When presenting text, the experimenter must make decisions about the fonts, sizes, weights, colors, spacings, and other visual features as well as whether they are normalized across different fonts and type settings. As readers’ ability to make a correct return-sweep over the text with the eyes is dictated by how easy it is to identify the beginning of the following line of text (Parker et al., 2019), some additional inter-line spacing may ease the return-sweep and allow for a wider column width (Ling and Schak, 2007; Tinker, 1963). It has further been shown that low luminance contrast between text and background color can impair reading, and lead to greater difficulties in searching for a target word (Ko, 2017), while bolder font weights under low luminance contrast conditions result in faster search time compared to lighter font weights (Burmistrov et al., 2016). If there are complex background textures, reading benefits from fonts with more simple letter skeletons (Pelli et al., 2006). Dark text on a light background is easier to read than light text on a dark background (Dobres et al., 2017a), optimal letter spacing depends on the balance between distance and font sizes (visual angle) (Tejero et al., 2018), and fluent reading is possible between 4 point and 40 points sizes, yet the size threshold for which people are able to read varies greatly between participants of varying abilities (Beier and Oderkerk, 2019a) (refer also to Section 3). If such factors are not part of the research questions, it is essential to also keep these variables constant between test conditions (Tejero et al., 2018).

### 4.2.7 Perceptual Considerations

The human visual system has its own limitations which impact readability, interacting with the typographic and visual properties discussed above. Most notably, our sensitivity to information at specific spatial
frequencies (Legge et al., 1987) and contrasts (Majaj et al., 2002) is described by the contrast sensitivity function, and making changes outside of human perceptual space will have no impact on readability. It follows that different reading situations set different demands on the choice of font and layout. For example, due to effects of letter crowding (where neighboring letters tend to merge at small visual angles in central vision (Coates et al., 2018)), text in small font sizes and text at great reading distances will profit from greater inter-letter spacing than text read up close at larger sizes (Highsmith, 2020). Further, paragraph reading where a large visual span is beneficial, might demand a different set of considerations than text of few words, where the peripheral vision is of less importance (Beier, 2017). An extensive review of the fundamental perceptual and psychological processes underlying reading can be found in Legge’s Psychophysics of Reading in Normal and Low Vision (Legge, 2007), recommended as an introduction to the perceptual side of readability.

Another key element of the perceptual mechanics of reading is the question of saccades, fixations and return sweeps – the physical processes by which we move our eyes through a text. Key concepts here include visual span (Rayner, 1975), the number of characters the reader can recognize and read on a given fixation, and parafoveal preview (Blanchard et al., 1989), the reader’s ability to glean information from the next point in the text that they will fixate. As with the perceptual topics just mentioned, these are large topics and researchers looking to study gaze behavior in reading and readability are likely to find Rayner’s Psychology of Reading (Rayner, 2012) a useful entry-point.

The psychophysical literature emphasizes just how much individuals vary, and while the sample sizes in many studies are small by HCI and applied research standards, they should not be discounted, as what they lack in participants they make up in trials (Section 3.2). Since all of readability, particularly our very visual focus in this monograph, is based on this perceptual foundation, you should assume that it interacts profoundly with the typographic considerations described earlier.
4.3 Licensing

To be able to use content in reading studies, the source material needs to be appropriately licensed. This is particularly relevant to researchers in industry who may use the results of reading studies to inform commercial applications and future product development. To reuse content for research, it is advisable to consult with your university’s or organization’s legal counsel to determine if your research meets the standards of the fair use exemption, or if you need to license the text. Some useful texts may also be in the public domain or available under Creative Commons licenses (see Appendix C).

Content creators may also be open to having their content, whether full texts, excerpts, or fonts, used for research purposes. Getting permissions that allow for research while protecting intellectual property and creating a mutual understanding of how the results will be shared is critical. Similar constraints exist for fonts, as their End User License Agreements vary significantly in how you are permitted to use and alter them. If you are interested in altering an existing font, it is likely easier to use open-source fonts which permit modification.

We advocate that all tools and results are shared with the larger community. In particular, we recommend that raw data is made publicly available to enable new analyses and investigations in the future. We would go so far as to argue that the lack of both data from prior studies and, critically, the materials required to run readability studies, is a significant impediment to research at the moment. In particular, developing and sharing properly-leveled reading materials (passages and support materials, see Appendix C) for different populations of readers will facilitate readability research in the future. As a researcher, it is vital to understand your own ability to enable future researchers by permissively licensing and making publicly available your tools, content, and datasets.
People read using many different interfaces and in many different contexts, from glancing at notifications to scrutinizing news articles (Macfadyen, 2011; Margolin et al., 2013). In this section, we discuss experimental set-ups for studying readability, from brain imaging and eye tracking devices in the lab, to web-based experiments (Figure 5.1). The appropriate hardware and software for a reading study depend on the context and environment, the target reader populations, the specific research questions, and the availability of resources, and this section is meant as an introduction to the possibilities that exist.

### 5.1 Digital Displays

Reading has changed the widespread adoption of the digital display in the 1970s. Instead of text only being read on the printed page, reading is now done on a wide variety of display types: large desktop monitors, smartphones, purpose-built displays, e-ink devices, smart watches, and (less frequently, for now) in immersive displays. Early studies of digital text legibility suggested that it was inferior to traditional printed text (Mills and Weldon, 1987). More recent work suggests that as the resolution and fidelity of displays has improved, they have achieved parity.
with print in terms of pure legibility (Margolin et al., 2013), though readers may be able to maintain better awareness of their performance with print (Clinton, 2019).

**LCD displays versus e-ink.** One key difference between print and digital displays is that print (and e-ink) reflect light, while digital displays emit light. E-ink displays (e.g., like Amazon’s Kindle) have no backlight. Research comparing them has been mixed, and suggests that print/e-ink and digital LCD displays have equivalent practical legibility (Lee et al., 2008; Siegenthaler et al., 2011, 2012). Differences in legibility between display types may in fact have more to do with the amount of illumination, both in the environment (Dobres et al., 2017a; Lee et al., 2008) and in the amount of light being emitted by the screen (Dobres et al., 2016). Research suggests that lower illumination settings cause the pupil to dilate over the imperfect surface of the eye, exacerbating the effects of astigmatism and smaller flaws in the lens, hindering legibility (Piepenbrock et al., 2014; Taptagaporn and Saito, 1990). These findings present a particular problem for popular “dark mode” designs, which are self-reported to reduce eye strain (Eisfeld and Kristallovich, 2020), but may have reduced legibility.

**Capturing reader behaviors on digital displays.** General-purpose digital displays (Yeykelis et al., 2014) can also reveal how readers are moving through a piece of text through incidental movements. Such movements can be captured without impinging on natural reading...
behavior. These can include a reader’s click-stream as they move through a document, where they position their mouse (Cooke, 2006; Huang and Liang, 2015), and how they scroll through a document (Fitchett and Cockburn, 2009), including multi-touch behaviors on phones and tablets (Gooding et al., 2021; Srivastava et al., 2021). Screenshot software can be employed to determine what participants have on screen (Brinberg et al., 2022; Reeves et al., 2019) but incidental data can also include gyroscope data from modern smartphones (Pires et al., 2018) which can reveal orientation and device movement (e.g., walking) (Barnard et al., 2007; Mustonen et al., 2004). Finally, audio recordings, which can be supported by any device with audio input, can be used to approximate reading activity through read-aloud protocols.

Taking viewing distance into account. For readability, text display parameters, like angular size (visual angle) are important design considerations as they interact with perceived size, crowding, and visual span. Viewing distance and viewing angle also differ by the type of digital display technology. In the case of VR displays, Google introduced a unit for perceived size called “distance-independent millimeter” (dmm), where 1 dmm equals 1 mm height at a 1 m viewing distance, enabling distance-independent designs in VR.

5.1.1 Immersive Displays

Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) – often referred to as Mixed Reality (MR or XR) – are another tool and setting for readability studies. In VR, readers are fully immersed into an environment which can include all sensory modalities (Brooks et al., 2020). VR simulations are often used for training and educational purposes as users adopt similar behaviors in VR as they do in the real world. Studies in VR allow researchers to put participants in different real-world scenarios and investigate different in-field environments at scale (Mäkelä et al., 2020). Platforms such as the HoloLens or Vive Pro headsets (Microsoft HoloLens, 2019; VIVE, 2018) have higher fidelity head and eye tracking than mobile devices and allow for 3D interaction with content.
Opportunities for immersive reading. AR applications are designed to enrich users’ physical activities with visually overlaid information. This paradigm makes digital text powerful by tying it to context of on-going activities—for example, remote assistance and responsive instructions (Wisotzky et al., 2019) in industrial training or gaming experiences (Kim et al., 2019; Niantic, 2021; Ružický et al., 2020). Other work has started to explore text renderings on 3D objects where text is warped across concave or convex surfaces (Wei et al., 2020) and text interaction in virtual environments (Dingler et al., 2020). Virtual environments have the potential to immerse the reader in multimodal reading experiences where the visual, audio, and haptic environment adjusts to the content. A challenge is that reading happens as users engage in other activities. It can be difficult to ensure users see the text when mental load is high (Lindlbauer et al., 2019), and continuously changing surroundings such as background textures can cause legibility issues (Gabbard et al., 2006). Laboratory studies offer a controlled way to guide participants through different reading conditions in order to determine readability parameters for mixed reality text rendering.

Challenges for rendering text in AR/VR. Reading in mixed-reality environments is becoming more prevalent with advances in display technology that allow high-quality text rendering, although fundamental limitations mean these capabilities lag behind many other display types. Beyond resolution and rendering, VR and AR platforms introduce readability challenges when presenting text in simulated 3D environments or when superimposed over the ambient environment in AR settings. The placement of text with AR can be a safety consideration, and early work showed that users preferred consistent placement (Orlosky et al., 2013), although this depends on the task. When focused on reading, central positions were preferred, and when walking, a bottom-center position was preferred (Rzayev et al., 2018). In immersive displays, resolution can limit readability and magnification and floating text lead to favorable experiences for users (Knaack et al., 2019). Other research has explored optimal readability settings for font and distance (Büttner et al., 2020), as well as text size and positioning (Dingler et al., 2018).
5.2 Research Equipment

5.2.1 Eye Tracking

Since reading requires a reader to move their eyes from word to word along a line of text (e.g., to make saccades from one word to the next), eye tracking (Table 5.1) has been a key technique in reading research since it was first developed more than a century ago (see Huey, 1908 which provides the first English translation of Javal’s 1879 work; Rayner, 1998; Tinker, 1946). Tracking where a reader looks whilst they read can reveal what words in a sentence they skip, whether they backtrack, and how they move through a passage—and, potentially, show what visual strategies they are adopting based on the type of reading (see Section 2). That being said, there are significant limits on what gaze information can tell researchers, since fixating a word is no guarantee it was read or understood (Drew et al., 2013), and deducing what a reader was doing based only on where they looked is difficult since it requires knowing how to classify different types of reading based on gaze behavior, what the reader’s task was, and whether that task is appropriate to the text they were reading (Ahlström et al., 2021; Wolfe et al., 2020).

**Hardware-based eye tracking.** A range of eye-tracking equipment exists, typically in the form of non-intrusive hardware that uses near-infrared light to create reflections on the eye and using a camera pointed at the participant to infer eye position, orientation, and movement from these reflections (Hammoud, 2008). This specialized equipment comes in two main forms: head-mounted systems (Cognolato et al., 2018) and remote systems (Niehorster et al., 2018). Head-mounted systems structurally resemble eye glasses and are preferred in naturalistic studies that involve a lot of movement, but have limited spatial and temporal resolution, and many are not adequate for readability studies (Hendrickson and Ailawadi, 2014). Remote eyetracking systems have a stationary base, with the eye tracker mounted near or integrated in a display. These eye trackers are capable of higher speed and accuracy compared to head-mounted systems. These characteristics can be further augmented when the eye tracker is coupled with head stabilization (chin rests) which keep the participant at a constant distance from the
Table 5.1: Advantages and disadvantages of eye-tracking system types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eye Tracking System</th>
<th>Typical Environments</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head-mounted</td>
<td>Out of the lab studies which can include a lot of movement (e.g., sports, driving, marketing).</td>
<td>Allow for free movement of the participant.</td>
<td>Lower accuracy, precision, and volume of data compared to remote eye tracking. More difficult to map the gaze locations on text and perform statistical analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>Lab studies that aim for highly-controlled experiments.</td>
<td>High volume of data compared to head-mounted eye tracking. Data is directly mapped to the screen containing the reading task which simplifies subsequent analysis.</td>
<td>Little to no movement is allowed to acquire data which can lead to unnaturalistic behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Cam</td>
<td>Experiments deployed with remote crowdworkers.</td>
<td>Can be run on many participants, in parallel, to produce a large volume of data from potentially diverse participants in their naturalistic environments.</td>
<td>Lack of control over data quality, noise, and confounding environmental factors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

screen. Beyond desktops, laptops, and mobile devices, eye tracking has also been embedded in virtual and augmented reality devices. Some popular eye tracking manufacturers include SR-Research, Pupil Labs, and Tobii which offer a range of research- and consumer-grade systems.

**Camera-based eye tracking.** Recently, software solutions that use standard webcams have begun to be developed as an answer to the high cost of more conventional eye-tracking equipment. However, there are compromises to this approach, as they are severely limited in spatial and temporal precision, and may not be suitable, as of this writing, for readability studies. However, they represent an area with high potential for future studies, pending the development of better cameras and algorithms. There are browser-based (e.g., Papoutsaki
5.2. Research Equipment

5.2.2 Neuroimaging

Neuroimaging research can inform our understanding of which brain regions and networks are active during reading, as well as underlying processes. Since reading is a visuo-cognitive process, non-invasive neuroimaging techniques like electroencephalography (EEG) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) have the potential to reveal internal cognitive and linguistic processes that are otherwise inaccessible to researchers.

EEG systems. Electroencephalography is used to measure electrical activity in the brain using non-invasive electrodes placed on participant’s scalp while the participant is performing a cognitive or linguistic task of interest. Choosing an appropriate EEG system depends on the population being studied and the goals of the experiment. For instance, the number of electrodes in an EEG system varies greatly from a handful of electrodes up to 256. Systems with more electrodes will naturally require longer and more extensive setup, but will provide better localization of where activity is occurring in the brain. Some experiments may benefit from using a mobile EEG system, which allows participants greater freedom of movement when compared to a traditional EEG system, at the cost of a coarser-grained and noisier signal. A challenge when using EEG for reading studies is the noise introduced by eye movements. Methods such as independent component analysis (ICA) allow for researchers to identify and remove eye blinks from the signal (Jung et al., 2000). Additionally, some researchers are combining EEG and ICA with eye tracking to better identify the relevant signal (Dimigen et al., 2011; Plöchl et al., 2012).

ERP components. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) are waveforms extracted from EEG, and are believed to be generated from the summed activity of specific cortical neurons (Peterson et al., 1995). ERPs have excellent temporal resolution and are prime candidates for investigating the time course of multiple rapid processes underlying
reading comprehension. Specific ERP components are indicative of different types of processing. Some ERP components frequently examined in reading research include the N250, which likely reflects form-based processing (Holcomb and Grainger, 2007), the N400 which reflects semantic processing (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011; Kutas and Hillyard, 1980), and the P600 which reflects syntactic processing (Osterhout and Holcomb, 1992). Researchers can compare the effect of various manipulations on the latency, amplitude, and scalp distribution of the ERPs of interest. They can also compare ERPs across different populations.

**MRI and fMRI.** Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) generates high resolution images of the brain, with the ability to distinguish between different types of tissues and brain structures. In addition to acquiring structural information, MRI can be used to investigate functional activity in the brain using methods like functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). When a particular area of the brain is engaged by a task of interest the blood becomes more oxygenated in that region as neural activity increases. fMRI is sensitive to the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal as a marker of brain regions that are more activated during a task.

fMRI has been used to investigate the processes underlying reading comprehension within specific brain regions, such as the visual word form area (VWFA), important for decoding written words (Cohen et al., 2002; Dehaene and Cohen, 2011). Researchers can also investigate brain networks involved in tasks like reading. This is accomplished by examining functional connectivity, which is defined as the coactivation of multiple brain regions during a task. For example, research suggests that children with developmental dyslexia have disrupted functional connectivity between left occipitotemporal, left inferior frontal, and left inferior parietal, regions that are important for reading comprehension (van der Mark et al., 2011). fMRI can also be used to investigate the contribution of specific regions and brain networks in specific populations of interest such as young developing readers, or dual language learners. For instance, Gaillard and colleagues (Gaillard et al., 2003) found that the reading network in young developing readers is very similar to the reading network in adults.
Currently, fMRI displays use low resolution displays compared to other methods (e.g., eye-tracking, EEG), because traditional display methods are disrupted by the magnet. The low resolution displays can limit the typography features that can be compared in an fMRI experiment. It is difficult to compare subtle typographic differences, but may be used to compare more obvious differences, like font size, or to compare reading across different groups of participants.

**Comparing EEG and MRI.** Electrophysiological methods like EEG have excellent temporal resolution, which is an advantage when studying reading, where many processes occur in quick succession. However, EEG lacks sufficient spatial resolution which means the specific brain areas involved in various processing steps cannot be inferred from EEG alone. Methods like fMRI have relatively poor temporal resolution, but have excellent spatial resolution. Recent work in cognitive neuroscience shows promise for “fusing” the temporal resolution of EEG with the spatial resolution of fMRI via analysis techniques, for a deeper understanding of brain processes (Cichy and Oliva, 2020). Unfortunately, high quality neuroimaging systems and data analysis are expensive and require specialized training to use, calling out the need to collaborate with neuroimaging specialists for studies that require them.

### 5.3 Software Tools

Readability studies rely on the ability to manipulate the visual appearance of text to readers to evaluate the impact of these changes on readers’ ability to decode the document. Here we discuss platforms that allow for manipulating text formats in this way, including existing commercial tools and new research platforms.

#### 5.3.1 Commercial Tools

Reading on digital devices, whether those devices are laptops, smartphones, tablets, or dedicated e-readers, brings with it a new set of possibilities for manipulating the visual appearance of text. Readers using these devices for consuming documents, webpages, or e-books, are increasingly able to change the font, text size, character and line
spacing, background color, and more to suit their individual needs and preferences. Adobe Acrobat Reader with Liquid Mode, Amazon Kindle Reader, Apple iBooks, and Microsoft Immersive Reader are all examples of reading applications with a subset of these features (available at the time of this writing) summarized in Table 5.2. These applications can serve as platforms for research on the effects of different formatting interventions on reading performance.

Instead of being limited by existing tools, researchers can create customized reading materials by varying font features (like type, size, character and line spacing). Options include using Microsoft’s Office Suite or similar document editors, working with variable fonts on support platforms (https://v-fonts.com/support), and using design software like InDesign.

### 5.3.2 Research Platforms

The Virtual Readability Lab, or VRL (https://readabilitylab.xyz/), is a new web platform containing several essential building blocks to engage users interested in self-paced reading studies. The VRL contains smaller 5-minute versions of *interlude reading* tests (Section 2.1) measuring reading speed and font preference (Wallace *et al.*, 2022a,b) and tests for users to find their optimal character spacing. The VRL allows other researchers to develop additional tests by using a unified database and building on current and future modules. The VRL also contains functionality to allow for teachers to enroll their students and download their progress as each student takes various tests on the VRL to find out which font optimizations can improve their reading. The VRL relies on the voluntary participation of users by providing them insights about different ways to improve their reading behaviors, and it allows for users to compare themselves to the general population.

Readability Matters has developed and made available the open-source Readability Sandbox (https://readabilitymatters.org/readabilitysandbox/). The Sandbox uses variable fonts to allow users to explore standard readability features such as font, font size, character spacing, character width, font-weight, line spacing, column width, and background
color. Researchers can use https://github.com/ReadabilityMatters/TuneYourText for testing purposes.

Table 5.2: Typographical manipulations available by reading application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reading Application</th>
<th>Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Acrobat Reader</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Kindle App</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Books</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Play Books Reader</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Immersive Reader Office/OneNote</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Browser Reading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser Reading</th>
<th>Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Reader Mode, Safari</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Play Books</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Reader Mode</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Immersive Reader Extension</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla Firefox Reader View</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overdrive Reader</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader Mode</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This section provides broad methodological guidance for readability research, borrowing from user experience, human factors, and psychophysics. This section is not meant to be exhaustive, but represents our perception of “core” methodologies in readability research. However, these are only options, and future work can and should build on them (Figure 6.1).

6.1 Metrics

Readability interventions must be measured through metrics which gauge reader efficacy. Efficacy metrics should not be confused with readability formulas (see Crossley et al., 2011), predictive tools which exist to predict content readability before reading, relative to the level of the reader. Such predictive metrics are helpful in attaching material to a grade level but are inherently unable to relate experimental manipulations to changes in reading efficacy. The metrics we present here all focus on efficacy, and in various ways measure readability by measuring factors which indicate the reader’s success.
6.1. Metrics

Figure 6.1: Readability literature contains great diversity in terms of experimental metrics and methods.

6.1.1 Reading Speed

Reading speed, often measured in words per minute (WPM) is calculated as the number of words read divided by the number of minutes taken to read them, and is a standard metric of readability assessment. Different researchers have found different ways to identify “words”, including absolute word count, number of characters per “standard word”, other aggregate numbers across paragraphs and pages, and still more schemes intended to smooth out the relative differences between written passages (Legge, 2007). WPM is a standardized measure in English, and while differences between languages and forms of writing make comparing across languages with WPM difficult, it is certainly possible. For example, symbolic and alphabetic languages have been successfully compared in the literature (Fraser, 2007; Gooding et al., 2021).

Mechanically, the speed of reading is a function of moving the eyes across the page in a series of jerking movements (saccades) and longer motions from the end of each line to the beginning of the next (return sweeps). As a reader makes saccades, the distance between stopping points is called saccade length. The visual span or perceptual span further refers to the angular span within which a reader has sharp enough vision to perceive words and letters accurately. A larger span is associated
with faster reading as more letters or words can be recognized during a fixation. Of course, when the information on the page is not received by the reader, the reader must either forgo that information or read again. We have all experienced stopping mid-page to discover we have no memory of the content, even though our eyes have mechanically swept across every line. Indeed, speed in reading must be considered together with the accuracy of acquiring information, or reading comprehension.

6.1.2 Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension is another standard metric, measured by probing participants’ understanding of what they have read. The most common method for assessing reading comprehension is comprehension questions testing knowledge of what has been read. Most studies favor questions delivered shortly after reading, although naturalistic scenarios would seem to favor assessing comprehension further from the time of reading. Computing comprehension often takes the form of a percentage, where the number of correct comprehension questions are divided by the total number of comprehension questions.

The present lack of common and consistently used collections of passages and questions in readability research means that comparing between studies can be challenging as it is difficult to know whether the measurement instruments are comparable. Reading comprehension is presently a standard metric which lacks a standard instrument of measurement.

Comprehension questions can be designed to tap a variety of comprehension strategies. Recall questions require readers to directly recall specific information from the text. Inference questions require readers to connect the information to fully understand the text. For example, questions can probe within-text inferencing abilities by requiring readers to connect information from multiple parts of the text. Summarizing questions require readers to combine main ideas presented in the text. Questions regarding the main idea or purpose of the passage can rely primarily on recall and recognition or, in more complicated texts, will require readers to synthesize information across the text and infer the main idea(s). Readers with strong inferencing skills are better able to
fully conceptualize the text’s purpose and meaning. A related concern is the background knowledge of the participant, which can be addressed through surveys asking for reader familiarity or by removing questions that pilot participants indicate can be answered without reading the passage (Johnston, 1984).

### 6.1.3 Speed and Comprehension Together

Speed in reading is joined by comprehension, defined as accuracy in acquiring information and understanding. Indeed, to certain populations comprehension is the more meaning bearing metric. For example, young readers are far more likely to be assessed for reading comprehension than speed. Notwithstanding, these metrics are linked. The upper bound of speed at which readers can move their eyes from word to word will certainly have a negative impact on the ability of that reader to comprehend the material. Therefore, the aggregate effectiveness of a reader depends upon a speed-comprehension trade-off, likely with some similarities to classic speed-accuracy tradeoffs (McElree et al., 2006; Reed, 1973).

Speed-comprehension trade-offs in naturalistic reading are not presently well understood and appear not to be a simple exchange but one contextually sensitive to, at the very least, reading purpose, material, and reader skill (see Section 2). A less skilled reader may move more slowly through a passage than a skilled reader. However, comparing reading speed between participants across passages can be difficult, since the participant and the passage may both be sources of variance. To complicate matters further, slower reading can signal deeper engagement by a skilled reader. A reader’s adjustments to their reading speed to compensate for the difficulty of the comprehension questions also represents this speed-comprehension tradeoff. When designing a study to measure reading speed, it is essential to counterbalance the order of passages and participants so that all passages are read the same number of times by all participants, and if the study involves varying typographical settings of stimuli, counterbalance this as well. That way, any possible difference found will relate to the difference of stimuli and not differences in the passages or order.
Fundamentally, reading comprehension is a more complex and subjective measurement than speed, requiring consideration of the reader’s ability to retrieve, use, and integrate the phonological, morphosynthetic, semantic, and orthographic aspects of reading, as well as considering their ability to recall background knowledge and synthesize it with the text (Alexander et al., 1994; Elbro and Buch-Iversen, 2013). All of this complexity is filtered through necessary consideration of the cognitive processes involved in reading, starting with the transformation of the visual information presented onscreen, passing through poorly understood intermediary processes, and ending in equally poorly understood mental representations. The challenge in clearly elucidating the measurement of reading comprehension, and its role in any trade-off, is considerable.

6.1.4 Oral Fluency

For younger students, oral reading, or reading aloud, is commonly used by elementary school teachers to assess reading behaviors (Fuchs et al., 2001). Measurement tools, such as Running Record and Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI), evaluate oral reading fluency, including speed, accuracy, and prosody. Oral reading fluency, the speed at which accurate reading occurs, is expressed in Words Correct per Minute (WCPM), the number of words spoken correctly relative to their written form divided by the number of minutes taken. Prosody is a more subjective measurement of expressive reading that measures appropriate timing, phrasing, emphasis, and intonation (Idsardi, 1992).

Reading aloud can also provide valuable metrics for work with teen and adult readers. Oral reading can reveal reading format sensitivities (Fuchs et al., 2001; Rasinski et al., 2005, 2017) and difficulties in reading aloud can be a result of deficits in the visuo-cognitive linkages necessary for fluent reading. Comparing this with readers reading silently can also reveal where gaps exist in a reader’s skillset.

6.1.5 Phrase, Word, and Letter Identification

Some research focuses upon very short phrases or single words or individual letters. While reading at-a-glance is something naturalistically performed on electronic devices, some of these tasks have no applied
These methods instead probe sentence- and word-level processing, allowing researchers to carefully control stimuli in terms of the words themselves, varying factors such as word length, age of acquisition, or number of syllables. These methods lend themselves to manipulations involving the presentation of each word with regards to orthographic and typographical characteristics of a text, as well as syntactic structure in the case of sentences. In word-level semantic categorization tasks, participants are asked to view single words and make a semantic decision about each word (e.g., “is it alive or not?”). Lexical decision tasks may also be used (i.e., “is this a real word?”), but semantic categorization tasks ensure participants comprehend stimuli to successfully complete the task. At the sentence level researchers often study sentence structure to see how syntax affects comprehension (Brothers and Traxler, 2016; Brown et al., 2012; Sorenson Duncan et al., 2020).

Comprehension of individual letters and words via orthographic processing is complex, and must be understood in concert with integrating that information with syntactic and contextual information. Scientists have debated whether letter identification occurs primarily via a template-matching versus a feature-based paradigm, but most researchers now support a feature-based approach (Grainger et al., 2008). Thus, letter identification occurs primarily through the identification of individual features, such as horizontal lines, curves (e.g., open up versus open down), and terminations. The set of features that are most important differ depending on the specific letter (Fiset et al., 2009). One measure of letter identification involves presenting participants with single letters or letters flanked by one of two other letters to the left and right. Often, the aim of such experiments is to investigate limitations of the perceptual system relating to visual acuity, visual angle, or physical size of the stimuli (Hancock et al., 2015) and visual crowding, a phenomenon of neighboring letters seeming to merge perceptually, resulting in misidentification (Beier et al., 2018; Bouma, 1970; Chung and Bernard, 2018).

Different models exist to explain the process of word recognition (for example, see Davis, 2010; Davis and Bowers, 2004; McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981; Whitney, 2001). In general, word recognition involves the activation of relatively flexible letter position coding. For
example, some models propose that a letter in a specific position (e.g., “o” is in the second position of the word “goat”) will activate the node representing a letter in that specific position as well as other nearby positions (e.g., also the third position and to a weaker degree the fourth position, etc.) (Davis and Bowers, 2004), whereas some other models propose that within-word letter pairs are activated (e.g., the letter pairs “go”, “oa”, “gt” will be activated for the word “goat”) (Grainger et al., 2004; Snell et al., 2018). This will in turn activate lexical representations of other words with similar letters. Next, whole word representations are mapped onto semantic information in the lexicon (Holcomb and Grainger, 2007).

Word recognition research can use a variety of methods to understand the cognitive processes that subserve word recognition. For example, in lexical decision tasks, participants are presented with real words and either pseudowords or nonwords one at a time and are asked to indicate whether the stimulus in each trial is a word or not. Pseudowords are strings of letters that do not form a word but follow orthographic and phonological rules of the language so they are pronounceable (e.g., “pable”). Nonwords are strings of letters that do not follow orthographic and phonological rules of a language and are unpronounceable (e.g., “pbltk”). Through the use of single, isolated words and pseudowords/nonwords researchers can probe specific questions that are easier to examine in a more tightly bound context compared to a task using word recognition in a sentence context.

Researchers may also use masked priming where a prime is presented for a short period of time and is masked by either a forward or a backward mask (often a row of hashtags “#####”) to ensure the prime isn’t consciously perceived. A target is then presented and they are asked to make a decision about the target. Manipulating features of the prime and target allows researchers to investigate the influence of various orthographic and phonological factors on word recognition. These types of experimental tasks can be conducted using behavioral methods where longer reaction times, and potentially lower accuracy, are indicative of more effortful processing.
6.1.6 Visual Search

Reading is not always a linear, sequential task (e.g., reading through a paragraph in order); readers often have to find a given word or phrase or concept in a text, and while this is reading, it represents a very different task than reading a paragraph from start to finish. Drawing from the cognitive psychology literature, this would be considered a visual search task; that is, looking for a target (for example, a particular word, phrase or even a concept) among many distractors. This question has been the focus of extensive basic research in the study of visual attention (c.f., Treisman and Gelade, 1980), and can be broadly thought of as “how do we find what we are looking for?”

While the breadth of this literature is outside the scope of this work, Guided Search (Wolfe et al., 1989, 2021), which frames our question in terms of the similarities and differences between the target and the distractors, and uses the similarities to guide where the observer attends, is a promising place to start. It is essential to think of search as less “reading” in a more conventional sense, but more of an object identification problem, and it can be influenced by a range of visual factors in presentation (e.g., font, spacing, density, visual crowding), and by cognitive and linguistic factors. However, readers are likely to transition between searching for something specific in a larger text and reading in more depth, and understanding this initial search behavior is key for guiding and helping readers.

6.1.7 Pleasure and Preference

Reading for pleasure is a neglected measure of readability, in a literature more likely to focus on speed and accuracy, and we speculate pleasure may be a principal reason for quite a lot of reading. Reading for pleasure is a primary reason for purchasing e-readers, as opposed to school or work (Pew Internet Center, 2013), although this may be because readers do not find work-related reading straightforward using them (Massimi et al., 2013). Leisure reading requires a simpler set of functionalities, and may be more sensitive to pleasure and preference than reading for work (Hancock et al., 2005). Few evaluations of readability to date explore this dimension (see Agarwal and Meyer, 2009).
Font preference is inherently subjective (Scaltritti et al., 2019), and deriving a user’s preference is not easy. There are over 600,000 digital fonts available, and time and attention constraints make the evaluation of even 100 fonts challenging. O’Donovan et al. (2014) identified the struggles graphic designers have when selecting their preferred fonts during real-world tasks. Prior reading studies have most commonly used Likert scales to determine participant font preference (Banerjee and Bhattacharyya, 2011; Bernard et al., 2001; Bhatia et al., 2011; Rello et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2020). While Likert-type scales are straightforward, and can be easily averaged across users, when averaging these results they lose their subjective nature (Stevens, 1946). The results can be noisy and inconsistent (Negahban and Chung, 2014) due to a number of factors that are difficult to control for such as visual discomfort (Li et al., 2018a,b).

A promising alternative to Likert scales are pairwise comparisons (Li et al., 2018c), which are more stable because they are not affected by irrelevant alternatives (Ailon, 2008). Pairwise comparisons for a large number of text formats can take longer given the total number of comparisons a participant must complete. This method can suffer from the transitive property where a participant could prefer text format A > B > C > A. Another disadvantage of pairwise comparison is there is currently no accepted hypothesis test available. Recent work by Wallace et al. used a double-elimination tournament to eliminate the transitive property and limit the number of comparisons between 16 different font pairings (Wallace et al., 2022a,b). Other algorithmic approaches to this problem often focus on synthetically completing a pairwise matrix (Kou et al., 2016) or other adaptive approaches (Qian et al., 2015).

6.2 Other Methodological Considerations

Readability studies have a number of specific considerations which set them apart from other studies. Here, we attempt to capture some of the most common issues that we feel are particularly applicable to help HCI researchers in planning their own studies.
6.2.1 The Method of Constant Stimuli Versus Thresholding

An enduring feature of large-scale readability research are the large individual differences seen between participants (Wallace et al., 2022a,b). Readability researchers should keep such differences in mind when choosing between two broad methods to measure responses: the method of constant stimuli, or thresholding. The method of constant stimuli dates to the beginnings of experimental psychology (Sanford, 1888; Spearman, 1908). The researcher chooses levels of stimulus parameters based on predefined assumptions. Data from such techniques allow for the estimation of psychophysical functions that map the relationship between stimulus levels and performance. However, data collection is limited by the number of trials that can be tolerably collected in a session (the more stimulus levels tested, the more trials required). Stimulus levels must be well chosen for the intended audience; e.g., a text contrast that is reasonably challenging for a younger participant may be too difficult for an older participant (refer to Sections 3.1 and 4.1).

Researchers may instead choose to employ thresholding or **staircase methods**. With these methodologies, parameters of the stimulus are adjusted in real-time based on participants’ responses, with the goal of converging on a preselected response accuracy level. Staircasing rules (Leek, 2001; Levitt, 1971) can be employed to converge on several different accuracy levels. For example, if the task is made more difficult immediately after a participant’s correct response, and made easier by the same amount after an incorrect response, the experiment will eventually converge on a stimulus level representing the participant’s 50% accuracy threshold. A threshold performance value can be determined for every participant without “wasting” trials with parameters that are too difficult or trivially easy. Techniques such as QUEST have updated this thresholding procedure with more advanced statistical assumptions, allowing for faster convergence (Watson and Pelli, 1983). However, if the “step” of the staircase (the amount by which stimulus difficulty is adjusted) is poorly chosen or if the staircase is initialized far from threshold values, it may fail to converge on a good threshold estimate. It can also be more difficult to estimate a full psychometric function from threshold data (Treutwein and Strasburger, 1999).
Experimental Methodologies

The method of constant stimuli and staircasing are two sides of the same coin. The former holds stimulus parameters constant while measuring changes in performance accuracy; the latter changes stimulus parameters in real-time while holding accuracy constant. Both have their place in the toolkit of legibility research. For an excellent detailed review of such methods, see Klein (2001).

6.2.2 Time on Task, Fatigue, And Vigilance Decrements

We do not read equally well all of the time, and so studies of readability must be sensitive to fluctuations of individual or aggregate ability. Alertness varies throughout the day, and over the course of a task. Fluctuations in alertness affect cognitive performance and impact higher level cognitive capacities, including perception, memory, and executive functions (Kleitman, 1923) and the ability to concentrate over the course of a study will vary. A lack of alertness can manifest itself in repeatedly re-reading sentences, difficulty with comprehension, and visual fatigue. Some tasks are highly demanding and induce fatigue, while other “vigilance tasks” create specific problems for information processing which grow over time. Vigilance effects are characterized by simplicity of stimuli, high rates of evaluation, and low target-present rates; that is, the observer looks at many items trying to find a rare target. These types of tasks are intensely stressful for participants, and can be created inadvertently, so the researcher should be mindful in readability studies to avoid them (Warm et al., 2008). Vigilance effects can be detected with eye tracking (e.g., by recording blink rate, as it increases with fatigue and time on task). Conducting reading sessions at “reasonable hours” during the day, i.e., avoiding the early morning hours and the “post-lunch” dip, is advisable. Even caffeine consumption (much as it fuels a great deal of research) can affect alertness levels as well and should be considered, and can be asked about in pre-study survey questions (see Appendix C).

6.2.3 The Value of Pilot Studies

It is essential to spend time imagining how specific variables and decisions might affect your study and to test your assumptions before
committing to large-scale data collection. Time spent reading, reading positions, and reading passages can affect participants across different study environments. How long does it take for participants to learn the interface and become comfortable? At what point in the study do readers naturally slow down or speed up? In a lab study with an eye-tracker and chinrest, participants are likely to be less comfortable than reading on their phone on the couch.

Study pacing can also be refined through piloting, since time to complete will vary significantly between participants. One participant might read at 100 WPM while another reads at 700 WPM, and if the task asks them to read 7000 words, the first might take over an hour and the second merely ten minutes. Also, readers slow down when reading more difficult passages (e.g., those normed to a higher level). Understanding how and why readers change the speed with which they read is an integral part of building your study and gathering the data you want.

Another vital contribution of pilot studies is to help to determine appropriate compensation. In many studies, participants are paid for their time, and to compensate participants fairly, you need to consider whether this is appropriate for your design, or if you should compensate based on task completion. Compensating for time may disincentivize speed, encouraging readers to go slowly. While an extensive literature on this question exists, standards vary widely between fields and study environments, and should be determined both by piloting and consultation with collaborators.

It can also be worthwhile to probe your participant’s subjective experience when piloting new studies. Asking how they felt, whether (or when) they were confused and whether the task and instructions were clear can be very useful in the study development and data analysis process. For that matter, it is hard to underestimate the value, if possible, in running yourself through your own study, as it is an excellent way to find pain points even before you recruit pilot participants. However, you should bear in mind that just because you can do your own task does not mean your participants can.
Here, we provide an overview of best practices and approaches for handling and analyzing data generated by readability studies, with a focus on data quality management, as well as statistical and machine learning modeling approaches. Examples have been gathered from existing readability research, but as the area is growing, are not an exhaustive list of the approaches which might be useful.

7.1 Data Quality Management

Since many reported effects of format readability on performance have small to medium effect sizes, it is necessary to repeat many trials within individuals, or collect data from many individuals (Section 3.2). Both situations provide plenty of opportunities for data quality issues. Not all participants perform the task with the same level of dedication, and there are many individual differences in reading ability and strategy, which can result in anomalies or outliers. Defining and detecting them is something of an art, and must be tailored depending upon the study design and population. In studies which involve many trials within an individual, manipulation checks for effects of time on task or training effects are key. In studies with a large number of participants, especially
remote studies, you will likely need to screen for participant dishonesty (Peer et al., 2017) and consider uncontrolled settings (Schneegass and Draxler, 2021). Your data quality issues can be mitigated through careful planning, piloting, and in studies with significant data collection time, ongoing data quality assurance.

A common statistical approach to handling outliers is to assume normal distribution of the data and isolate points that fall further than three standard deviations from the mean (Stevens, 2012). These points can then either be filtered out or analyzed separately. You can also leverage anomaly detection methods during data pre-processing. For instance, in the case of reading speed data, outlier removal can be done based on distributions of reading speed. Typical reading speeds for participants over the age of 18 range from 138 to 600 WPM (Carver, 1990) with an average speed for native English speakers at 240 WPM. Participants whose speed falls outside of this range might be distracted or disengaged from the material, and may be removed from the analysis, although reader behavior will be strongly influenced by task demands.

Variability within a particular participant’s data poses a significant challenge for analysis, and should create concern for similar patterns across participants in the entire study. When a similar task is repeated by an individual multiple times, the random error associated with the repeated measurement of independent performance factors, such as attention (Buckner et al., 2008; Christoff et al., 2009; Killingsworth and Gilbert, 2010; Raichle et al., 2001), can attenuate the association between independent and dependent variables and result in poor statistical inference (Barnett, 2004), a bias known as regression dilution (Berglund, 2012; Hutcheon et al., 2010). In general, unusually high intra-participant variability may be a sign of design problems, and confounds like unmet training requirements, excessive time on task, uneven population reading ability, and technical failures should be investigated.

7.2 Exploration and Visualization

Readability data is best initially analyzed through Exploratory Data Analysis, which can help determine data quality, assist in numerical analysis, or build hypotheses for further investigation. Exploration must
take into account the nature of readability data, and must respect any *a priori* plan for analysis. While inspection of raw readability data in a tabular format can be revealing, visualizations are helpful for revealing interesting patterns (e.g., see Figures 14 and 15 in Wallace *et al.*, 2022a). Because readability data is often collected over time, across environments, and between devices, we see opportunities to use spatio-temporal illustrations to explain the complex emerging patterns, heatmaps to visualize one-time movement patterns shared across users (Klemm *et al.*, 2014), or Sankey diagrams (Riehmann *et al.*, 2005) to incorporate higher levels of complexity in participants’ shared journeys across different stages of the reading process. Other visualizations can also help represent eye and mouse movement data from readers. For example, areas where the reader looked more or clicked can be highlighted (Blignaut, 2010; Burch *et al.*, 2019).

### 7.3 Statistical Modeling

Provided tools are used appropriately relative to the data collected, we do not argue for the primacy of any statistical approach. The data analyses needed for readability experiments examining the effect of visual manipulations on outcomes such as speed, comprehension, and preference are similar to those used throughout the social sciences. The standard practice for statistical analysis is to start with numerical and graphical techniques for estimating the distribution of the data and determining the best mechanism accordingly. A simple Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test can determine whether readability scores such as reading speed and comprehension are normally distributed. Parametric tests, in the case of normality, and non-parametric tests, otherwise, are often used in the readability research studies (Soleimani *et al.*, 2008; Soleimani and Mohammadi, 2012), and indeed the non-normality of distributions of many metrics may not be cause for concern, so much as cause for use of the appropriate tools.

Individual patterns in readability are of great interest, and have shown promise in delivering insight beyond that provided through group-level analyses. It is worth acknowledging that statistical tools and approaches for individual differences are less agreed upon, especially
those that do not rely upon central tendency and the general linear model (GLM). For researchers asking questions regarding the impact of readability manipulations on individuals, therefore, it is important to support the methodology used somewhat more than might be otherwise necessary. Likewise, reviewers should keep an open mind about methods that may be new to them, and nonetheless appropriate.

Fundamentally, there is no prescriptive analysis approach or statistical tool for readability research. Readability papers we have introduced in this work are most commonly analyzed with multiple generalizations of the GLM. Many studies rely upon multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) to isolate the impact of independent variables (IVs) upon multiple dependent variables (DVs), often including both reading speed and comprehension (Ball et al., 2021; Gao et al., 2019; Nam et al., 2020; Rello et al., 2016; Sawyer et al., 2020; Wallace et al., 2020a, 2022a). It’s not uncommon to augment these larger analyses with smaller “manipulation checks” which rely upon t-tests or simple analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test out assumptions. In determining how manipulations affect populations across continuous variables, it is certainly appropriate to use regression analysis. Indeed, in usability studies where a simple question of “A or B” is of interest, and where multiple DVs are not used, a simple t-test may suffice. Readability, as an inherently multidisciplinary area of inquiry, should ultimately be modelled using the tools most appropriate to your specific study.

7.4 Machine Learning

For research that aims to assist participants in improving readability, it can be useful to evaluate the performance of statistical and machine learning (ML) models that can predict reading outcomes. Consider one question in the literature: given a font style, can we predict a reader’s WPM (Cai et al., 2022)? Here, regression models which predict the relationship between input and output variables might be used to predict participants’ reading level from their reading speed. This regression question would be valid with statistical and ML approaches alike, and indeed the outcomes of these two approaches might be notably similar. Classification ML allows the prediction of a label for a given set of
input variables, and so in the context of readability might be useful for predicting the “bin” into which such an input set might fall. A simple binary classification might detect whether a participant is skimming, or reading deeply, given their reading speed. Similarly, using ranking ML, a given set of input can predict an ordered set of labels. In more sophisticated learning models, ranking ML can predict the relative ordering of labels by either comparing pairs of inputs at a time, or by comparing the entire set of labels associated to a criterion (Liu, 2007). As an example, consider ranking the fonts for each reader such that their most readable font is ranked first, and least readable is ranked last. Clustering ML groups similar items together, perhaps providing groups of similar readers and identifying populations in need. A full survey of traditional approaches can be found in Xu and Wunsch (2005) with authors often using the classical approach of K-means. More recently, clustering research has focused on metric learning to learn a feature representation where neighboring items are closer together in feature space. Of course, as with statistical tools, ML approaches are best used together to achieve complex goals of prediction.

ML tools in the family of Deep Learning approaches, multi-layer and often convolutional ML which advance the state-of-the-art for each approach named above, have special considerations (LeCun et al., 2015). They are data hungry and building models using these approaches is challenging for small and medium datasets. When properly attached to truly big data, these methods do allow very large parameter models to optimize a loss function, thus maximizing prediction accuracy, but they are challenging in terms of transparency. Indeed, what these models give in prediction they take away in terms of understanding the causal reason for their explanation, and specifically in terms of understanding which features are important (Samek et al., 2017).
Reading efficiently and easily has a direct and dramatic impact on education, health, and career outcomes. At the same time, digital devices provide an opportunity to create new personalized reading interfaces to build capacity for all readers, based on their individual needs and the demands of their specific reading tasks. Digital devices and their connected nature are rapidly changing availability and access to information, and only through research can we maximize everyone’s reading potential. The HCI community is in a unique position to design and investigate reading interfaces that promote readability and facilitate the effective processing of text for all. While it is widely accepted that certain fonts or reading tools can help specific subpopulations (e.g., specialized fonts and rulers for readers with dyslexia, magnified text or contrast adjustment for ageing eyes, etc. (Duranovic et al., 2018; Rello et al., 2012, 2013, 2016; Scaltritti et al., 2019)), a growing body of research in Human Computer Interaction and related disciplines is showing the benefits of individuating text formats to each reader (Ball et al., 2021; Beier and Oderkerk, 2019a; Cai et al., 2022; Crowley and Jordan, 2019a; Day et al., 2022; Sheppard et al., 2022a,b; Wallace et al., 2020a,2022a; Watson and Wallace, 2021).
Influential early surveys on the typographical factors influencing reading performance include Tinker’s *Legibility of Print* (1963) and Legge’s work on the *Psychophysics of Reading in Normal and Low Vision* (in a series of articles published between 1985–2002; also in a book, by the same name, published in 2007). Between then and now, reading and information exchange more broadly has predominantly shifted to digital devices, requiring a re-examination of the text formatting, display, and customization opportunities. Nearly every combination of reader × device × task can prompt a separate research investigation, opening many future doors for researchers. Possible research questions include:

- How is reading performance affected by typographical factors in different languages and alphabets?

- How do the recommended text formats vary between populations who are “learning to read” (with a focus on letter and word recognition) and those that are “reading to learn” (with a focus on information extraction)? How do readability recommendations change over the lifespan (Section 3)?

- How do readability recommendations change over the course of a day, or between reading modes (Section 2)?

- How does the format or layout of a document affect the readability of the individual text components?

- What happens to reading and readability in the context of complex backgrounds and design elements (e.g., in the case of graphic designs, immersive displays, etc.; Section 5.1.1)?

- How does format readability interact with content readability (Section 4)? Can format adjustments reduce the cognitive load of, or increase comfort with, higher level content?

- How do the various reading metrics – speed, comprehension, preference, endurance, prosody, confidence, accuracy, etc. – relate to each other, and what are the trade-offs (Section 6.1)?
Who should care? An increased understanding about the effects of various typographic factors on reading performance stands to benefit a wide range of players: typographers, designers, and publishers can improve the general legibility of their outputs, or tailor designs to target particular audiences; technology companies and educational institutions can improve the accessibility and availability of their content and tools, to reach broader audiences; vision, cognitive, and neuro scientists can gain additional insights about the development and operation of the human brain; and every reader can discover what is best for them.

8.1 Take-Aways

Individuation benefits the reader. We advocate moving beyond one-format-fits-all approaches. Prior format readability studies have contributed significantly to our understanding of how typographical variables affect reader efficacy. However, these have focused on the idea that big changes, like font, can benefit all readers. We suggest a shift: readability research should ask how small changes to text format for each reader can create significant outcomes for them, noting that these variations will be different for each reader and will likely depend on content, device and context.

Personalization and accessibility go hand-in-hand. When we design for the individual and their unique needs, we can simultaneously improve the experiences of diverse groups of users. Branding text format adjustments as “accessibility tools” may be contributing to a low uptake of some of these tools by individuals who do not resonate with the label. Given the demonstrated benefits of customizing format readability for children and adults with varying needs, both the options themselves and their potential benefits should be made known more broadly.

Longitudinal research is required. Even if tuned to the individual’s needs at a particular point in time, a reading format may not be optimal indefinitely. Readers change over their lifespans; they may gain reading proficiency or lose visual acuity, develop or overcome reading or learning conditions, change their reading behaviors or frequency, pick up new languages, and undergo a wide range of other changes, big and small, to their visual, cognitive, and professional abilities. Reading
adjustments will need to adapt to readers over time, and longitudinal research is required to tease out which properties of the reader and text, if any, are stable over time, and which necessitate regular updating. This will require developing personalized predictive models, the capture and analysis of the relevant behavioral and environmental characteristics, and consideration for the privacy and security of the data over time.

**Multidisciplinary research is the key.** Readability is a vast field requiring a multidisciplinary approach. Here, we provided a taste of the elements that must come together to form a readability study for HCI researchers, including: choosing reading materials and how they are displayed; selecting and recruiting participants; selecting the relevant equipment and tools; designing the study and collecting the relevant measurements. Readability studies in the future will range from simple studies of the readability of single characters and words all the way to advanced neuroimaging studies and long-term studies in schools or workplaces. These studies will focus on individuals, subpopulations or mainstream populations, reading on desktop, mobile, wearable, or immersive devices. Therefore, an understanding of perceptual science, human factors, reading subject matter expertise, design, neuroimaging, statistics, software engineering, sensors, and systems as well as machine learning must come together to craft meaningful experiments and analyze and interpret the results. The great benefit of the multidisciplinary research discussed here is that no one researcher needs to have all of this expertise. Experts each come with their own viewpoint, their own tools, and their own approaches for research design and data analysis. The most valuable revelations in this topic area are at intersections between fields.

**Publicly available data and tools facilitate reproducible readability research.** We urge communities of researchers, engineers, and designers to release reading content, typography, experimental designs, software platforms, analysis tools, and computational models. This will allow other groups to benefit from their expertise and work, to build directly on it, and compare results across populations, context, and settings. This may mean adopting approaches from experimental psychology, where many studies are preregistered and stimuli, data and analysis code are made available, or it might mean following practices
from computer science, releasing code and datasets at publication; there is no one perfect approach, but we advocate for openness when possible. Readability research has so much potential to help each and every reader, and we believe that achieving this goal requires making as much as we can available to the larger research community.
Appendices


Apertures: The opening of the counters in letters such as “s”, “a”, “c” and “e”.

Augmented reality: A type of mixed reality that provides a user a composite of fabricated visual information and visual information originating from the real world.

Bézier curves: A mathematical way to describe curves used in computer graphics and animations.

Counter forms: The spatial area enclosed within a letter.

CSS: Cascading Style Sheets. It is a computer language used to manipulate the layout and visual presentation of HTML and XML documents within a web browser.

Delta hinting: Delta hinting instructions tell the rasterizer how best to render a font at given point sizes.

Dyslexia: A specific learning disability that is neurobiological in origin. It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities.
**Glossary**

**Electroencephalography (EEG):** EEG is used to measure and record small voltages generated by electrical brain activity using non-invasive electrodes placed on a participant’s scalp while the participant is performing a cognitive or linguistic task of interest.

**Event-related brain potentials (ERPs):** ERPs are generated from EEG data. EEG is time-locked to brain activity impacted by a stimulus event of interest. A large number of trials of the same condition are averaged together to generate an ERP. ERP amplitudes, latencies, and scalp distributions can be compared from different experimental conditions or participant groups.

**Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA):** Initial investigations performed on data to help determine data quality, assist in numerical analysis, or build hypotheses for further investigation.

**Eye tracking:** The process of measuring eye activity, either in the form of eye movements or as the point of gaze. Measuring the movement of the eyes over time, usually separated into fixations, keeping the point of gaze at one position for a period of time, and saccades, movements between two locations (e.g., two words).

**Fixation:** Maintaining gaze position on a specific location in the world (e.g., on a word) for a period of time, often lasting a few hundred milliseconds.

**Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI):** An MRI scanner can be used to measure functional activity in the brain to investigate what brain regions (or brain networks) are activated by a particular task of interest. They use the Blood Oxygen-Level Dependent (BOLD) signal to measure changes to oxygenated blood as a marker of brain activity. Specific brain areas that are more active during a task require more oxygen to support the additional brain activity.

**Glanceable reading:** Reading a single word or multiple words: a label on an icon, notification on a wearable device, a road sign, or when looking for a target word on a page.

**Interlude reading:** Reading for a brief period of time; reading a few sentences, but not reading as the reader’s primary task (e.g., reading a text message and then going back to another task).

**IRB:** Institutional Review Boards are committees that review research protocols to ensure that any proposed research is ethical.
Lexical decision task: A reading task where participants classify a string of letters as a word or non-word.

Long-form reading: Reading as a primary task, reading where the focus is on extracting information from the text.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): MRI scanners use strong magnetic fields to generate high resolution anatomical images. Reading research uses structural brain MRI, which has the ability to distinguish between different types of tissues (e.g., gray matter and white matter) and brain structures.

Masked priming: A prime is presented for a short period of time and is visually masked (by some visual stimulus) at the same position, either before or after the prime.

Oral reading fluency: The process includes an evaluator documenting any errors made (words read or pronounced incorrectly, omitted, read out of order, or words pronounced for the student by the evaluator after a 3-second pause) and then calculating the total words read correctly per minute (WCPM). Fluency is the speed of accurate reading.

Orthographic processing: The spatial area enclosed within a letter.

Prosody: Prosody is the defining feature of expressive reading, comprising all of the variables of timing, phrasing, emphasis, and intonation that speakers use to help convey aspects of meaning.

Rasterizers: A software program that takes a font, a point size, and text as input and creates a bitmap rendering of the text in the given font and point size.

Readability: The ease with which a reader can recognize words, sentences, and paragraphs. The choice of typeface, characteristics of the type, and page layout can create a better (or worse) reading experience.

Readability formulas: Predictive tools which measure the level of the reading material. Examples include Flesch-Kincaid, Gunning Fog, SMOG, among others.

Readability index: An estimate of how difficult a text is to read, often measured using a readability formula.

Return sweep: The large eye movements from the end of a line to the beginning of the next.
**Running record**: An assessment of a child’s fluency and behavior when reading out loud.

**Saccade**: A rapid shift of gaze between one location and another; for example, looking from one word to another word.

**Semantic categorization task**: A reading task where participants classify the categories of words (e.g., “is it alive or not?”).

**Staircase method**: A psychophysics procedure to find a threshold for the task by adjusting parameters of the stimulus in real-time based on participants’ responses, with the goal of converging on a preselected response accuracy level.

**Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI)**: An informal assessment of reading ability, used for schoolchildren.

**Variable fonts**: This font specification allows for different typeface variations to be contained in a single file, allowing CSS to manipulate their continuous range of design variants (i.e., width, weight, or style) contained in a single variable font.

**Visual angle**: The measurement, in degrees, that an object subtends when viewed by the eye, based on the size of the object and the distance to it from the eye.

**Visual crowding**: The inability to recognize objects in clutter. When applied to text, it impairs the ability read because of how cluttered the letters appear together.

**Virtual Reality (VR)**: A type of mixed reality that provides a user fabricated visual information while obscuring visual information from the real world.

**Visual search**: The task of looking for a target (for example, a particular word, phrase or even a concept) among many distractors.

**Visual span**: The distance between stopping points when the eyes move across a line of text during reading; the amount of text that can be recognized in a single glance.

**Web safe fonts**: Fonts that are available to all web browsers.
Sample Survey Questions

(1) What is your age? (in years)

(2) What is your gender?

(3) What is/are your native language(s)?

(4) If you are a non-native English speaker, how many years have you lived in an English-speaking country?

(5) What other languages do you speak?

(6) What is your highest attained education level?

(7) Please describe your current occupation.

(8) Do you feel comfortable with reading articles written in English?

(9) How would you rate your speed as a reader?

(10) How would you rate your proficiency as a reader?

(11) Do you read to young children under the age of 6?
(12) Have you ever been diagnosed with a reading or learning disability (e.g., dyslexia)? If yes, which one and how long ago?

(13) Have you ever been diagnosed with any medical and neurological conditions (macular degeneration, diabetes, ADD, memory disorders, LPD, dyspraxia, other speech/pronunciation difficulties, etc.)? If yes, which one/s and how long ago?

(14) Are you currently under the influence of any drugs, medications, alcohol, or other stimulants (e.g., caffeine, nicotine) that may affect reading/attention? If yes, which?

(15) Do you have normal or corrected vision?

(16) If your vision is corrected, how was it corrected (glasses, lenses, surgery, etc.)?

(17) What device/s do you read on for leisure or personal interest?

(18) What device/s do you read on for work or study?

(19) What do you read for leisure or personal interest?

(20) What do you read for work or study?

(21) How often do you read English written articles for leisure or personal interest?

(22) How often do you read English written articles for work or study?

(23) Which device are you using right now to participate in this study?

(24) Please describe your current surroundings. For example, are you indoors/outside, by a window, under natural or artificial light, is the room light/dark, is the room small/large?
A number of the recent readability works referenced in this manuscript (Cai et al., 2022; Wallace et al., 2020a; 2022a,b; Watson and Wallace, 2021) used a repository of 15 reading passages (300–500 word length, and a reduced 100–200 word set) at an 8th grade level with multiple-choice comprehension questions, provided under a research license: https://github.com/virtual-readability-lab/tochi-paper-materials-towards-individuated-reading.

The above reading passages were curated from Project Gutenberg, a library of over 60,000 free eBooks for which the U.S. copyright has expired: https://www.gutenberg.org/.

The CommonLit Library, provided by a nonprofit education technology organization, provides access to 2,000 free reading passages for grades 3–12 with assessments in English and Spanish under a CC BY-NC-SA 4.01 license: https://www.commonlit.org/en.

The OneStopQA corpus contains 30 Guardian articles in three difficulty levels (Elementary, Intermediate, Advanced), composed of a total of 162 paragraphs, with each paragraph corresponding to three multiple-choice comprehension questions, under a CC BY-SA 4.0 license: https://github.com/berzak/onestop-qa.
Asian and Pacific Speed Readings for ESL Learners (Millett, 2007) includes 20 reading passages of 550 words each with ten comprehension questions based on topics related to Asia and the Pacific written in the 1,000 more common words of the English language for teaching and research purposes.

Newsela provides hundreds of articles with corresponding activities (questions and writing prompts) at the elementary, middle, and high school levels across a variety of subjects available for academic research only: https://newsela.com/data/.

ReadWorks has a corpus of thousands of high-quality professionally written passages that are available for academic research into reading comprehension via a request form: https://about.readworks.org/corpus.html.
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